Atv winch switch wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of 12 volt winch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the elements of
the circuit as streamlined forms, and also the power and also signal links in between the
devices. A wiring diagram typically offers info about the family member position and also setup
of tools and also terminals on the gadgets, to aid in structure or servicing the tool. A pictorial
representation would certainly show extra information of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram makes use of a much more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to repair troubles as well as to earn
certain that all the links have been made which whatever is existing. Assortment of 12 volt
winch wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A very first look at a circuit layout may be complex, yet if you could
check out a metro map, you can review schematics. The function is the same: obtaining from
factor A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the course that enables power to flow. Voltage:
Determined in volts V , voltage is the stress or pressure of power. This is generally supplied by
a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electrical power, the outlets in your residence operate at
V. Outlets in other nations operate at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter
when taking a trip. Present: Current is the circulation of power, or even more particularly, the
circulation of electrons. It is determined in Amperes Amps , and could only move when a
voltage supply is linked. Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how
conveniently electrons can flow via a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called
conductors, as they conveniently permit flow of movement low resistance. Plastic, timber, and
air are examples of insulators, hindering the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Direct
Existing. DC is a constant circulation of current in one instructions. DC could flow not just
through conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, as well as a vacuum. Air
Conditioning Rotating Existing. In Air Conditioner, the flow of present regularly alternates
between 2 directions, typically creating a sine wave. Completing an electrical engineering level
as well as after that obtaining a work in the area means you will see a lot a lot a whole lot of
these schematics. It s important to recognize precisely just what is going on with these.
Beginning to make good sense? These are the fundamentals and may also appear noticeable or
instinctive to you, such as the wires and also if they are connected. Whenever you identify your
specific field of electrical engineering, you may see more complex diagrams as well as icons.
You ll learn likewise that different nations make use of various icons. You will certainly also
learn more about the numerous icons utilized for switches, various other power supplies,
inductors, meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and far more. Even if you decide on the
weight capacity for towing your vehicle or utilities, you may not know which one will be the
most cost-effective winch for you. Checked so many winch models but only the best 10 could
make it into my list! Here are some core parameters that I considered before putting any winch
on my list â€”. Ex: To pull a 8, lbs Jeep, your winch capacity should be minimum 12, lbs. Check
the buying guide below for more on this. You can use it with a car, boat, modified vehicle, or as
a multipurpose utility trailer as long as you keep the weight of the towing object up to lbs better
if you can restrict the weight to lbs to get the best result. Champion is a reputed brand for
manufacturing high-end winches at a lower price. This performance of this lbs electric winch
reflects that too. With that said, you can use this winch for towing various other objects like
logs, cars, jeeps, trucks keeping the gross weight of the object up to lbs 1. As this is a lbs
pulling capacity winch, therefore, you will want to keep the gross weight of the vehicle up to lbs.
Perhaps you are not familiar with this brand. I did my research before adding this to my list.
This particular winch is a lbs capacity winch and suitable for all sorts of object towing. The
cable version is a bit heavier than rope version. This lbs weight capacity winch is a perfect
option for pulling anything that weighs up to lbs ideal if the weight is up to lbs. So, no doubt,
this is another multipurpose and quite an affordable winch on my list that excels in power and
performance too. This winch features other basic yet necessary attributes like free spooling
clutch, 3-stage planetary gear system, and automatic load-holding brake. Overall, this is a
dependable winch for towing anything like truck, jeep, car, boat, or any other objects like logs,
trailers, etc. Also Read: Top rated truck winch reviews. This powerful winch is one of the most
widely used winches out there. Meaning, to get the best result, you should keep the towing
weight up to lbs. As a whole, this is a powerful and durable quality winch that you can get at a
reasonable price. Moreover, you can buy this winch with a winch cradle, spending a little more
money from here. By the way this model has 3 more capacity option: lb, lb, lb. Similar features
just the pulling capacity is different. This is one of the best winches for the money on my list.
However, you will want to keep the gross weight of the towing object up to lbs to get the
optimum results. All in all, this is a cost-effective winch that can be a suitable replacement for
any pricey winch. You will get a great value for the money from this powerful winch. Therefore,

you can use it for any heavy-duty jobs. To get the best performance and for the sake of
longevity, you better keep the gross weight of your vehicle up to lbs. If you need a powerful
high-quality winch at a low cost, you can pick this one over a pricey Warn winch any day. Like
other winches of this brand, this particular winch for the legacy brand Smittybilt also provides
excellent value for the money. This lbs powerful winch is a perfect tool for safely towing
anything as long as you keep the weight of the towing object up to lbs. I must praise the price
that this winch offers for lbs of weight pulling capacity. The performance is excellent too. No
doubt, this is a perfect replacement for those pricey winches, mainly if you are on a budget. And
their warranty policy is one of the strongest warranties available in the off-road industry. By the
way, this winch model has 3 more capacity options too: 10k lbs, 12k lbs, Almost same features
just the capacity changed. As I said, the main objective of making this review guide was to help
you find the best budget winch based on your needs. Despite a few minor hiccups, I still believe
all of the above winches I mentioned are the best budget options on the market right now. If you
think I may have missed a better model, or I should change something, or you have any
questions you want to ask me, feel free to leave a comment below. I will try my best to reply
ASAP. There are some basic things you should know before you buy a winch. Make sure to read
these if you are buying the first time. There are mainly three different types of winches: electric
winch, hydraulic winch and manual hand winch. Electric winches are most common, widely
used and easier to install. They are also cheaper than hydraulic winches. But if you use an
electric winch for a long time, they will overheat. On the other hand, hydraulic winches are
capable of pulling larger weight capacities. They can run for a long time without overheating.
They also have a longer lifetime. But they are very expensive and hard to install. Winch rope has
a big impact on the performance of the winch. While the case is synthetic rope vs steel cable,
there is a hot debate among offroaders. Both ropes have their upsides and downsides. Read on
to get a clear idea about these two rope types. This cable has been around the industry for a
very long time. It is highly durable, long-lasting, resistant to the sun and requires less
maintenance. You have to use a glove while handling the cable. But if the cable breaks during
operation, it can create a very dangerous situation. So, you should always inspect the cable
before using it. Never use a damaged rope. It is also very harder to fix a cable if it breaks. This
rope is gaining popularity day by day. It is also comparatively much safer than the steel wire
rope. This rope has some downsides too. It is expensive, requires extra UV protection and
maintenance. Though it has very high breaking strength, it can breaks. To summarize: Steel
wire cable is cheaper, much durable but less safe than Synthetic rope. Pick one you like. You
can not use a winch for pulling a Jeep that is made for pulling ATV at best. You have to pick the
right pulling capacity winch for your vehicle. Using a winch for pulling loads that are higher
than its pulling capacity often causes accidents. This is enough for pulling heavy vehicles. The
higher the pulling capacity of the winch, the better performance you can expect from it in any
situation. Want to know how much pulling capacity you need for your vehicle? In terms of
motor, you have two options. Permanent magnet and series-wound motors. If you think, you will
rarely be stuck in extreme terrain, you can go for a permanent magnet motor. They are less
costly compared to series wound motors. On the other hand, if you often stuck in extreme
terrain, the series-wound motor is a better choice. They are more durable and practical. Line
speed means how fast the winch is able to retrieve the rope. A good quality recovery winch
should have the ability to retrieve a rope at a rate of feet per minute. If you want to pull quickly,
then consider the line speed. This is a useful feature. This will allow you to control the winch
from a safe distance or inside your vehicle. It will be better if the winch comes with wireless
one. You will often need to use the recovery winch in the rain as well. So, its important to get a
waterproof winch. This will protect your winch from water damage and make it long-lasting.
They are highly trusted in the offroad community. In my experience, Winches from some
renowned brands usually comes with an at least 1-year warranty. It can be difficult to find the
spare parts for the winch. So, its good to get a winch that comes with a warranty. I hope this top
winch for the money review helped you to make the right decision. You can check those in the
review section. Also, check the blog section if you need more information about winching and
offroading. Till next time, Adios. You must be logged in to post a comment. Home Reviews
Accessories Blog. At a Glance. Check Latest Price. Check my winch accessories guide , these
accessories will surely make pulling process much easier, safer and faster. Leave a Comment
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Up to lbs 49 ft Steel Rope Wired
Remote. Check on Amazon. Up to lbs 45 ft Steel Cable Wired Remote. Up to lbs 40 ft Steel Cable
Wireless Remote. Up to lbs 50 ft Steel Cable Wired Remote. Up to lbs 94 ft Steel Cable Wired
Remote. Up to lbs Unfortunately, there are lots of roads, and even highways, between the house
and the trails. Loading a side by side on a trailer and hauling it anytime you want to go for an
afternoon ride is a lot of hassle. Getting that machine street legal was an absolute must. Luckily,

it was a pretty easy ordeal. How do you get an ATV street legal? It depends completely on your
location what you need to do, or even whether you can. In general, you will need to get it
registered, get insurance and add the following: headlights, brake lights, turn signals, horn,
speedometer, tires, mirrors,windshield and lighted license plate holder. The first thing you need
to do is determine whether you need your ATV to be street legal. It can be a significant
investment to add all the needed accessories so you will only want to undertake that investment
if you live somewhere where you have a lot of trails you can access from city or county roads.
There, it is well worth the investment to get a whole lot more use out of your ATV and make
ownership way more convenient. Something that changed the decision for a lot of people was
when the Forest Service made a big public deal about ATVs needing to be street legal to access
dirt roads in forest service land. It is worth checking out this guide to riding on federal land if
you have questions. Each state has different laws regarding motor vehicles, including ATVs.
Many people think you can get away with treating ATVs like motorcycles, but state statutes
often designate vehicles as two or four wheeled vehicles, making your ATVs the same as a car,
rather than a motorcycle. When you think of what you need in a car, you quickly realize that
those restrictions could make getting your quad legal impossible. We have a pretty awesome
guide on ATV laws in every state. We also cover a lot more, including everything state specific
we know, further down in this article. Like a motorcycle, and ATV can easily get lost in a crowd
of cars. You will want a horn to remind people where you are before they plow into you. Plus, if
you are on the road, you will need to have a horn to let the car ahead of you know the light
turned green while they were texting. If you are lucky, your turn signal kit will come with a horn,
but if not, there are plenty of easy-to-install horns that you can add to your quad. License plate
holder and light. To get an ATV street legal, you need a license plate obviously, but the license
plate holder and light are less obvious. I guess the police want the license plate to be very
visible so they know your ATV is street legal, rather than pulling you over to figure you out you
have a license plate hidden under the mud behind a mud flap. Most states require the license
plate be mounted to the rear of the vehicle. Some UTVs have tabs pre-welded on the roll bar,
which makes it really easy. Turn Signals. Here is another obvious one. Back in the day, you
could have gotten away with just using hand signals, but I doubt many drivers would realize
what the heck you mean by pointing your arms around while you are driving. You will need to
make sure that it comes with a switch that mounts to the steering column to make it easy to
use. As a bonus, many kits also include hazard lights. Another modification that seems pretty
straight forward. In most states, you will need both side mirrors and a rearview mirror. Luckily,
mirrors should be pretty easy to install and there are universal options that should work just
fine. You will want to pay close attention to the tube size you need for your ATV since it is not
universal. The most common mirrors are made of plastic or aluminum. Plastic is the cheaper
option, but it gets damaged a lot easier. If you ride rough trails or just ride a lot, aluminum is
probably worth the extra investment. One of the biggest reasons driving ATVs is not safe on
roads is the tires are not designed for use on streets. Getting street tires will mainly give your
tires better grip. The extra grip will go a long ways to helping you brake better and take corners
at a better speed. An added side benefit is street tires will last a lot longer on the street than off
road tires, whose tread would be gone in no time. You can find out if your tires are
DOT-approved by looking at the code that is molded on the side wall of the tire. Getting a good
DOT-approved tire can be tough to find for an ATV because you tend to lose a lot of off-road
capabilities. The trick is finding a good street-legal tire that will perform well on the street, but
also go off road without issues. We like this set of tires. Tail light and brake lights. Like with
cars, the tail lights and brake lights usually come in the same light box, where the brake light
lights up brighter than the tail light. There is not much to a speedometer. It just tells you how
fast you are going. Since streets have speed limits, you will need to make sure you are staying
under the speed limit. Rear reflector. Hopefully that will be enough, but you will want to check
for your state where reflectors are required and whether they are required to be a certain color.
If you need to add something additional, you can easily add reflectors wherever it is needed.
Anyone that has been pegged in the face with debris at 50 mph can understand the importance
of having a windshield when you are driving on the street. While windshields are a great choice,
your state may not require one. Some states let your ATV be street legal as long as you operate
it with goggles or other eye protection. Windshields come in a lot of varieties to accommodate
whatever style you like. When you are picking a windshield, you will have to decide on the
design and the material you want. Your state may require a certain style, but if not, your options
are usually full, half or flip-out windshields. When it comes to material, there are less
restrictions, but some states do have them. Glass windshields are typically the strongest and
are easiest to fit with a windshield wipers. Glass windshields typically only come as full
windshields and are much heavier. Polycarbonate windshields are much lighter and cheaper,

and come in more styles, but they also scratch a lot easier. Some states require specifically
quieter mufflers, some just require a muffler with a spark arrestor. Check out what your state
requires and make sure yours matches. Most ATVs come with headlights so it should not be a
big deal. You will want to check your state requirements though as some states have certain
requirement as to how bright your headlights are. Because ATV lights can be pretty weak, you
may have to upgrade, which might be a good idea regardless, as we discuss below. All the
requirements we talk about here are what allow you to register your ATV. Unsurprisingly, if you
are going to drive your ATV on the street with cars, you have to be insured like one. Most auto
policies will let you add an ATV to your policy, or you can search out a specialty ATV policy if
you prefer. Many states require you pass some kind of inspection before you can register the
ATV. What is actually required by your state could be a full inspection by a state official, a sign
off by an approved shop or you may just be required to bring in receipts and documentation
showing you did the required modifications. Since you are going to have to show you met each
requirement with exactness, be sure you read over all your state regulations and know exactly
where each mirror and turn signal has to be placed and how big they must be. The kill switch
attaches to your wrist or gear and will kill the engine if you get thrown from your quad. If you
get thrown from your quad on a trail, it will probably just continue on until it hits a dirt bank or
tree to stop. On the streets, your ATV will most likely plow into another car if you fall off,
causing an accident and potentially injuring or killing someone. A headlight is required, but you
will want to consider getting a bright headlight. On the streets, you are likely to driving a bit
faster, and will more easily outdrive the distance of your lights. Plus, an average road is a lot
wider than your typical ATV trail so there is just more to light. These kits can be great, but they
are not typically designed to be state specific. Because of that, the kits will typically include
most of the basic things we discussed above, like turn signals, lighted license plate frames and
rear view mirrors. While these kits are usually pretty easy to install, but there is usually some
special wiring knowledge needed. This will guide you pretty well. You should also do a little
research to ensure your battery can handle the extra accessories. One thing to keep in mind is
whether you can get an ATV licensed in one state and have it be street legal your state. This is a
common tactic advertised by many companies that specialize in getting ATVs street legal. Some
states will honor out-of-state registrations without any other requirements, but many states
have additional regulations that have nothing to do with registrations. For example, one state
may register your ATV without a seat belt while your state may require a seat belt on any
four-wheeled vehicle. In that situation, you are getting a ticket regardless of your registration.
So if a state makes it illegal to drive an ATV on a highway, it is illegal regardless of registration.
The same is true with ATVs on the street unless your state says otherwise, so make sure you
read up on your state before making a big investment. With that, these are the requirements for
the most popular states. Indeed, most ATVs you see cruising around California are licensed in
Arizona, which is a whole different discussion. You will also need to have the following on your
ATV or UTV throughout the state: a brake, brake light, headlights that shine at least feet ahead,
at least one tail light visible from feet to the rear, at least one red reflector, securely fastened
and lighted license plate, a horn audible from at least feet, a muffler in constant operation, a rear
view mirror, seat and footrests for the operator and a fuel tank cap. I would hope you already
have most of those requirements so, while it seems like a lot, it really is one of the easiest
states there is to be compliant. California is one of the toughest states to figure out. There are
people that say you can get an ATV, or at least a UTV, street legal, while others, reading the
same laws, have concluded it is impossible. California has the Air Resources Board CARB
office, which has established strict emission standards and guidelines for on- and off-highway
vehicles. Manufacturers must meet certain standards to attain a sticker indicating their vehicles
are for on-highway use. There is a pretty helpful debate in Colorado. If you live in Colorado, let
us know your experience. I am not sure about getting an ATV registered in Maine, but I have
heard that many rural counties have made ATVs legal on town roads without anything special
needed. Unsurprisingly, Montana is one of the easiest states to get your ATV street legal.
Basically, all you need to do is add brake lights, mirrors, a horn, turn signals, a lighted license
plate holder, reflectors, mud flaps and a quiet muffler. Street legal ATVs are pretty common in
many parts of Montana. For example, Michigan requires a full, glass windshield with a
windshield wiper and washer. One regulation is that Nevada only permits ATVs on roads with
speed limits 45 mph and under. Unfortunately, New Mexico has specific provisions prohibiting
the use of ATVs on most public streets and roads outside of designated public land trails and
roads. One regulation is that Tennessee only permits ATVs on roads with speed limits 35 mph
and under. In Utah, you have to title and register an ATV to ride it on the street, which includes
an initial and annual fee. If the ATV is designed for multiple passengers, each passenger must
have their own footrest and handhold. The ATV must be between 30 and 70 inches wide at all

locations, including the tires. Finally, the ATV may only not exceed 50 miles per hour or the
posted speed limit. On roads with a higher speed limit, the ATV must be driven on the extreme
right side of the roadway. Utah will only register ATVs to Utah residents. Washington is another
state that is on the easier side when it comes to getting a UTV street legal, but not so much an
ATV. It is mostly just adding the right modifications, including the following many of which you
likely already have : a head lamp, 2 tail lamps, a stop lamp, reflectors, turn signals, brakes, 2
mirrors, a horn, a spark arrestor, a windshield unless you wear glasses, goggles or face
protection and a seatbelt or safety harness. Washington only permits ATVs on roads with speed
limits 45 mph and under. In fact, free travel is permitted on the city streets of the Hatfield-McCoy
trail system. Wyoming is known to be one of the least restrictive states when it comes to getting
your ATV street legal so congrats to those living in Wyoming. He also runs
photographyandtravel. When he isn't playing, his day job consists of owning Huntley Law. This
can be extremely frustrating when you are ready to be out on the open After all, your vehicle is
worth a lot to you, and there will be times when it needs maintenance to continue Is it worth the
Investment? The modifications you will most likely need Horn. The other things you may need
Registration. Some state specific guidelines One thing to keep in mind is whether you can get
an ATV licensed in one state and have it be street legal your state. California California is one of
the toughest states to figure out. Colorado There is a pretty helpful debate in Colorado. Maine I
am not sure about getting an ATV registered in Maine, but I have heard that many rural counties
have made ATVs legal on town roads without anything special needed. New Mexico
Unfortunately, New Mexico has specific provisions prohibiting the use of ATVs on most public
streets and roads outside of designated public land trails and roads. Oregon ATVs cannot be
made street legal in Oregon, and out-of-state plates will not change that. Utah In Utah, you have
to title and register an ATV to ride it on the street, which includes an initial and annual fee.
Continue Reading. Quick Links. Table of Contents. This service manual is designed primarily for
use by certified Polaris Master Service Dealer technicians in a properly. All references to left
and right side of the vehicle are from. Some procedures outlined in this manual require a sound
knowledge of mechanical theory, tool use, and shop. Technicians should read the text and be
familiar with service. Certain procedures require the use of special tools. Use only the proper
tools as. Comments or suggestions about this manual may be directed to: Service Publications
Dept. Polaris Sales Inc. All information contained within this publication is based on the latest
product information at the time of publication. Due to constant. No liability can be accepted for
omissions or inaccuracies. Any reprinting. Printed in U. Polaris industries all-terrain vehicles
owner's manual pages. Polaris industries sportsman efi atv owner's manual pages. Polaris
industries all terrain vehicle owner's manual pages. Polaris industries all-terrain vehicles
owner's manual 96 pages. Owner's manual for vehicle maintenance and safety pages. Due to
constant improvements in the design and quality of production components, some minor
discrepancies may result between the actual vehicle and the information presented in this
publication. The machine model number must be used with any correspondence regarding
warranty or service. This information can be found on the sticker applied to the top side of the
crankcase A. To identify which series the key is, take the first two digits on the original key and
refer to the chart to the right for the proper part number. Page Misc. Some of the tools listed or
depicted are mandatory, while other tools maybe substituted with a similar tool, if available.
Polaris recommends the use of Polaris Special Tools when servicing any Polaris product.
Center Distance: Distance between center of crankshaft and center of driven clutch shaft. Chain
Pitch: Distance between chain link pins No. Polaris measures chain length in number of pitches.
CI: Cubic inches. Page Maintenance Change oil immediately and monitor level. If oil level begins
to rise, discontinue use and determine cause. NOTE: Inspection may reveal the need for
replacement parts. Always use genuine Polaris parts. More often under severe conditions
operating in water or hauling heavy loads. The drain plug is accessible through the skid plate.
Page Transmission Lubrication Remove transmission drain plug to drain the oil. Discard used
oil properly. Clean and reinstall the drain plug. Torque to specification. Remove fill plug. Oil Fill
Plug Check for leaks. Install fill plug. Locate bleeder valves found on either side of differential
and remove the protective caps. Shifter Turn bleeder valves counter-clockwise to loosen.
Throttle lever operation should be smooth and lever Slide boot off throttle cable adjuster and
jam nut. Install line locks on fuel lines and verify locks are seated. Gasoline is extremely
flammable and explosive Start engine and inspect for leaks. Add only Polaris ADC fluid when
required. Clean with electrical contact cleaner or a glass bead spark plug cleaner only. Page
Battery Maintenance Observe coolant levels often during the break-in period. Do not dilute with
water. Verify the vent is clear and open. Inspect the gasket. It should adhere tightly to the cover
and seal all the way around. Escaping steam and fluid can cause severe burns. To check the oil
level: sure to check the PVT cover and other components for water ingestion. Remove dipstick

and fill sump with 2 quarts 1. Place gear selector in park and set the parking brake. Try to move
the wheel component repair and adjustment be performed by and hub by pushing inward and
pulling outward. If toe alignment is incorrect, measure the distance between vehicle center and
each wheel. This will tell you which tie rod Set handlebars in a straight ahead position and
secure needs adjusting. Page Exhaust Pipe See Chapter 9 wheels. Steps 2 and 3. Tighten any
loose fittings and replace any Sight Glass worn or damaged parts. Page Auxiliary Brake
Adjustment If the rubber boot exhibits any of these symptoms, replace the boot. Refer to 1 inch
or greater Chapter 7 for CV boot replacement, or have your Polaris dealer replace the boot.
Floorboard If less than one inch, two things must be examined Check controls for proper
operation, positioning and adjustment. Brake control and switch must be positioned to allow
brake lever to travel throughout entire range without contacting switch body. To open the front
compartment turn the latch handle to the horizontal position on both sides. To close the storage
compartment turn the latch handles to the vertical position. IN pulls the cable into the winch and
OUT feeds the cable out of the winch. This information is for Sportsman models equipped with a
winch in the front. The red wire connects to the battery. The winch wires can be located under
the front cab area. Locate the wires, remove the cap and hook up to winch the Blue and Yellow 6
Ga. Warm the engine and change the oil and filter. Follow the Polaris does not recommend the
use of a high pressure type car procedure in this chapter for proper oil change. If a high
pressure system is Page 53 Always place the transmission in park and lock the parking brake.
Inspect all cables and lubricate with Polaris Cable Lubricant. Follow lubrication guidelines in the
maintenance section of the Be sure the fuel cap, oil cap and seat are installed correctly. To
maintain the finish and X2-Touring not applicable prevent corrosion, periodic maintenance is
required. JournalBearings B. Camshaft C. Thrust Plate D. Balance Shaft E. Woodruff Key F.
Flange Seal G. Crankshaft H. Oil Pickup I. Journal Bearings J. Baffle K. Oil Plug L. Washer M.
O-ring N. Crankcase O. Page 59 6. Clamp B. Oil Fill Tube C. Dipstick D. Oil Filter Nipple G. Oil
Filter H. Dowel I. Page 62 A. Head Bolts B. Rocker Arms C. Head Assembly D. Gasket E.
Pushrods Circlip UP F. Bushing for Install G. Expansion Plug H. Cylinder I. Piston Assembly J.
Circlip K. Gasket L. Rocker Cover 2. Breather D. O-ring Seal E. Fuel Injector B. Fuel Rail C. Page
Cooling System Pressure Test 10 psi. The system must retain 10 psi for five minutes or longer.
If pressure loss is evident within five minutes, check the radiator, hoses, Polaris Premium
clamps and water pump seals for leakage. Carefully remove the fuel rail B and injectors. Page
Engine Installation Notes Engine Installation Notes Engine Break-In Period The break-in period
for a Polaris ATV engine is defined as the After the engine is installed in the frame, review this
checklist first ten hours of operation, or the time it takes to use two full and perform all steps
that apply: tanks of gasoline. Page Honing To Deglaze Pay close attention to areas where the
cylinder sleeve meets the aluminum casting transfer port area. Use electrical contact cleaner if
necessary to clean these areas. Rinse thoroughly, dry with compressed air, and oil the bore
immediately with Polaris Lubricant. Mark or tag rocker arms in order of disassembly to keep
them in order for reassembly. NOTE: The following procedure is only for servicing the top end
of the valve train when replacing valve springs or replacing valve seals. Place the whenever the
cylinder head is disassembled. Hardened, cracked or worn valve seals will cause hydraulic
lifters C , pushrods D , and rocker arms E in excessive oil consumption and carbon buildup.
Compare to specifications. Remove all carbon from valves with a soft wire wheel or Measure
valve stem in several places. Rotate the valve 90 degrees and measure Check valve face for
runout, pitting, and burnt spots. To for wear. NOTE: Polaris recommends that the work be done
by a local machine shop that specializes in this area. NOTE: The cylinder head valve guides
cannot be replaced. Page Cylinder Head Reassembly ENGINE Lubricate the valve guides with
clean engine oil, and apply Valve seals should be installed after the valves are in the oil or water
based lapping compound to the face of the head to avoid valve seal damage. Install new valve
seals valve. When all valves are installed, tap lightly with soft faced hammer on the end Remove
the valve lifter's by reaching into the crankcase of the valves to seat the split keepers. Do not
scratch the ring lands. Remove circlip A. Mark the piston with a white pen to ensure proper
orientation if reused during assembly. Repeat procedure for second ring. Remove all gasket
material from the cylinder sealing surfaces. Inspect the top of the cylinder B for warp using a
straight edge A and feeler gauge C. Refer to Ill. Inspect cylinder for taper and out of round with a
telescoping gauge or a dial bore gauge. Measure piston outside diameter at a point 5 mm up
from the bottom of the piston at a right angle to the direction of the piston pin. Wipe cylinder
bore with oil immediately in the ring land and measuring with a thickness gauge. Replace piston
and rings if ring-to-groove clearance to remove residue and prevent rust. Replace starter drive
Install Flywheel Puller PN and remove if gear teeth are cracked, worn, or broken. Remove the
starter bendix G , wire holddown plate H , and the woodruff key I from the crankshaft. Inspect
the cam gear teeth and check to make sure there is spring tension offsetting the teeth between

the two gears. If there is no tension, check the springs inside of the cam gear assembly. With a
white marking pen, accent the timing mark on the Insert the pointed dowels from the Tapered
Pins PU- gear that contains the springs. Inspect the gear teeth and the three tabs on the gears
for wear. Line up the two gears using the timing marks and the three into one assembly hole
counter clockwise gear tabs that were referenced earlier. Push the gears back together, using
both hands and hold securely. Remove the bolt and nut from the balance shaft gear. Try Install
the Flywheel Puller PN and remove the to remove the balance shaft gear. If the gear does not
come crankshaft gear, if needed. Use a feeler gauge to measure the clearance between the
dowel in first. If the valve is installed incorrectly, two rotors. Measure the gap between the two
rotor tips as shown below. Place the shaft in a press to remove the bearing. Press gear onto
shaft while supporting the housing. Bearing Press shaft into the new bearing.. Remove thrust
plate U. New Bearing Remove and inspect crankshaft main journal bearings for damaged. When
removing the oil baffle bolts, use a abnormal wear. Follow Steps of this section to prime the
engine and to help aid proper break-in. Apply Crankcase Sealant PN to the top gearcase halve.
Apply assembly lube to cam journals and balance shaft bearing surfaces of the MAG case
halve. Install cam and Assemble the crankcase halves. Orientate the piston rings on the piston
before installation order as removed in disassembly. Apply Lubriplate or into the cylinders.
Position cylinder and piston assemblies onto the connecting Install camshaft thrust plate G with
new bolts. Torque rods and push the piston pins through the piston and bolts to specification.
Lubricate Rotors Align the bolt holes and install oil pump assembly into crankcase. Before
installing the crankshaft gear I , heat the crankshaft Install washer and bolt. Carefully install the
tapered end of the Crankshaft Seal cover O. Apply Crankcase Sealant PN to the outside Torque
bolts in proper sequence to crankcases mate. See photos below. This helps to prevent
specification. Install water pump impeller P. Secure the impeller with Torque the nut to starter
drive. Install the starter bendix. NOTE: There are thrust washers on both sides of starter drive.
Page Remove primer plug from the engine. Push oz. Remove the adapter. Apply sealant to the
plug threads. This will ensure proper sealing when installing bolts. Install the head gasket A on
the cylinder B. Lubricate rockers E with engine oil. Lightly Install thermostat J , new O-ring, and
thermostat housing. The reed has a tab and will assemble one-way only. Torque the breather
bolts to specification. Repeat this procedure as often as desired to maintain the The dual
exhaust canisters on select Polaris EFIs are powder canister's finish. To maintain the finish and
prevent corrosion, periodic maintenance is required. Fuel Injectors 5. Fuel Filter if equipped not shown 6. Refer to the steps below for fuel line removal. Place a shop towel around the fuel
line to catch any dripping fuel. Squeeze the connector tabs together and push the locking slide
back. Page Electronic Fuel Injection NOTE: Accurate testing of EFI components is The ignition
and injection functions are electronically controlled, monitored and continually corrected during
recommended utilizing Polaris Diagnostic operation to maintain peak performance. Software
dealer only. The central component of the system is the Bosch Engine Depending on the
another Polaris ATV EFI of the same model may be used significance or severity of the fault,
normal operation may without system or engine component damage. Attach Polaris pressure
tester PU Route the tester Internal 30 Micron clear hose into a portable gasoline container or the
Strainer Bottom equipment fuel tank. Plug the fuel line and tank inlet or use a shop towel during
removal. The throttle position sensor TPS is a non-serviceable item. If it is faulty, it must be
replaced. This indicates all other components are working properly. Refer to Chapter 10 for ETS
testing. Press inside insert A until it snaps into place. Step 3 Side Panel Removal Side panel
removal is quick and easy, use the following instructions for removal and installation. Remove
seat by releasing the latch if equipped and lifting up on the seat. Front Storage Remove Bolts
Remove the two T25 screws that secure the storage box to the front fender well areas each side.
Pull the tabs out of the notches and lift up on the cover piece. Remove the two screws B that
secure the front cab to the frame in the fuel tank mount area. Install rear rack onto rear frame
and cab. The bottom handle bar block has a side with 3 holes, the side with 3 holes faces up
and to the front of the ATV. Align the pin A in the top block with the middle hole B in the bottom
block for proper installation. Ball Joint Stud Bushing 8 ft. Apply grease to extension cap and
threads of puller bolt to NOTE: Refer to the illustration on the previous page ease removal.
Front Strut Cartridge Replacement Remove the handle bar pod. NOTE: Refer to illustration on
following page. Remove the handle bar. Remove the fuel tank bracket assembly. Hold strut rod
and remove top nut. Remove the steering tie rod ends from the steering bracket. The passenger
backrest should be face down in the cargo box and the driver seat backrest should be locked
into position. Reverse the removal steps to reinstall the cargo box. Refer to the standard
fastener torque values in Chapter 1 during Remove the four bolts attaching the rear of the cargo
box assembly. Passenger Backrest Unlatch the driver seat backrest by turning the engagement
knobs on each side in the directions shown below. With the passenger Configure the seating for

2-UP riding. Lift up on the latch seat bottom in place, remove the two screws retaining the for
the passenger backrest and lift the backrest to the full seat bottom. Remove the two pivot pins
holding the backrest to the frame. Lift up on the backrest latch and tilt the backrest in towards
the cargo box and lift up to remove it. For installation, reverse the removal steps. Torx Screw 2.
Cam Assembly 3. Retaining Ring 4. E-clip 5. Washer 6. Roller 7. Outer Spider 8. Spring 9. Shaft
Moveable Sheave Thrust Washer Roller Pin Spring Pin Periodic inspection and maintenance is
required to keep the system operating at peak performance. Refer to the spring specification
chart for specific free length measurements and tolerances. Also check to see that spring coils
are parallel to one another. These shift weights have many different factors designed into them
for controlling engagement RPM and shifting patterns. Shift weights should not be changed or
altered without first having a thorough understanding the effects they have on belt to sheave
clearance, clutch balance, engagement and shifting characteristics. The ATV should be
fasteners and fastener placement. Replace if proper clutch offset on reassembly. Align the
alignment mark on the cover with the mark on the engine seal. Mark drive belt direction of
rotation so that it can be installed in the same direction. The belt is normally positioned so part
numbers are easily read. NOTE: Be sure to position belt so part number is easily read. Verify
new belt is seated properly in the clutches before operating the ATV. Adjust if necessary.
Remove belt and install the Clutch Offset Alignment Tool as shown. Drive Clutch Disassembly
Inspect Shaft Using a permanent marker, mark the cover, spider, and moveable and stationary
sheaves for reference, as the cast- in X's may not have been in alignment before disassembly.
Turn roller with your finger. If spider during assembly. Inspect BOTH sheaves for signs of wear,
grooving or cracking. In order to remove bushings it will be Place main adapter Item 8 on puller.
Rotate one-way clutch clockwise as viewed from the cover plate side. The clutch should rotate
on the shaft Removal Tool 3 with only slight amount of drag. Verify there is no binding Nut C or
rough spots. Reinstall shift weights using new lock nuts on the bolts. Spider Nut Torque: 15 ft.
Remove snap ring A and slowly Remove driven clutch from the transmission input shaft. Pull
out the clutch roller pins L and rollers M. Inspect the spider dampener E for wear and replaced if
needed. Remove the E-clip F , washer G , and the clutch rollers H. Inspect the bearing for wear.
To remove the bearing, simply press the bearing from the shaft. Turn puller barrel for further
tension if Press a new bearing onto the output shaft using a press. Turn clutch sheave
counterclockwise until bushing is removed and sheave comes free. Both Sides. Install the roller
pin into the sheave assembly. Both sides. The flat side of the roller pin faces downward when
the shaft side is laying flat on the bench. Install the spider assembly onto the shaft with the
retaining ring on top of the spider. Install the cam assembly helix over the shaft. NOTE: If the
cam assembly helix is difficult to install, be sure the sheaves are aligned. Page Pvt
Troubleshooting During this procedure, the throttle should not be held at the full position for
more than 10 seconds. PVT seals should be inspected for damage if repeated leaking occurs.
Engine RPM below specified operating range -Install correct shift weight kit to match engine
-Drive clutch shift weight too heavy. Inspect brake Belt burnt, thin spots -Dragging brake
system. Removal Set the ATV in park. Remove hub dust cap. Remove cotter pin. Loosen the
hub retaining nut. Loosen - but do not remove - the wheel nuts. Remove lower A-arm from ball
joint. Install new compression ring on drive shaft. Apply an anti-seize compound to splines.
Align splines of drive shaft with front gearcase and install by lightly tapping on drive shaft with
rubber faced hammer. Check the front and rear driveshaft CV boots for any tears or leaking
grease. If the driveshaft boot loses all of the grease CV joint failure will occur. Slide strut off end
of drive shaft and tie it up out of the way of the shaft. Install the small clamp on the boot.
Inspect the grease carefully for contamination, and clean the joint thoroughly if necessary. Slide
prop shaft back and away from housing, then pull sharply forward to Always wear eye
protection when working with remove from transmission shaft. Carefully install U-joint cross
with grease fitting properly positioned inward toward center of shaft. Take care not to dislodge
needle bearings upon installation of cross joint. Repeat procedure for other side. Install snap
ring to contain bearing cap just installed. Seat all bearing caps against snap rings by supporting
cross shaft and tapping on each corner as shown. Once enabled, the AWD Ring Gear remains
engaged while the front gearcase is moving and will not disengage until the rear wheels regain
traction. Description Ref. If only one band of wear is present or if there is wear between the two
bands, inspect the coil area as Check the gearcase coil resistance. Also inspect the roll cage for
cracks and ensure the rollers are Stop engine, place machine in Park and set parking brake. To
install gearcase, reverse removal procedures. Use new Remove bolts securing the bottom of
housing to the skid roll pin in front prop shaft. Remove bolts arrows retaining the outer cover
plate Locate bleeder valves found on either side of differential assembly. Remove and Remove
the armature plate. Inspect the armature plate for inspect the cover o-ring 1. Inspect thrust
bearing 2 for wear, distortion or other damage. Replace component as wear. Replace items as

required. Inspect roll cage sliding surface 2. This surface must be clean and free of nicks, burrs
or scratches. Remove and inspect the H-springs 4. Replace any components as required.
Remove and inspect the bearing surfaces of the output hub. Inspect the magnetic coil 1 in the
outer cover plate Inspect the magnetic coil 1 and bushing in the input cover assembly. Inspect
the backlash pad 2 for excessive wear. Replace the input cover seal. Remove the snap ring
retaining the input shaft assembly. Safety glasses or a face shield are required. Using moderate
hand pressure, hold the tool on top of the piston while using compressed air at the gearcase
passage circled to force piston up and out of the case. Coat the edges of the verify alignment of
the sight hole circled and piston mark piston cavities. Thoroughly clean the gearcase
components before beginning reassembly. Install a new seal in the main gearcase halve. Install
the input shaft assembly. Install a new seal and o-ring the input shaft cover 2 prior to
reassembly. Install the clutch pack 1 , spacer 2 and ring gear 3. Install a new o-ring on the
backlash pad 2 stem. NOTE: Ring gear backlash 2 is set at the factory. Install new cover o-ring 1
on the cover plate assembly Place cover assembly on Install bolts arrows retaining the and a
new passage o-ring 2 on the gear case. NOTE: Ring gear backlash is set at the factory. No Set
the gearcase upright. Rotate the input shaft at least 4 adjustment is required, unless the front
cover is times. Remove rear hub cap. Remove hub. Remove cotter pin A. Loosen the hub
retaining nut B. Loosen the wheel nuts C. Safely support the rear of the ATV. Remove both
lower control arm bolts. From the back side, tap on the outer bearing race with a drift punch in
the reliefs as shown or press out using a hydraulic press. Remove bearing carrier. Support
bottom of bearing carrier housing. Start bearing in housing. Install snap ring into groove.
Installation Insert bearing carrier on drive shaft. Tip hub outward and remove Lift bearing carrier
until top aligns with upper control arm. The joint is fully inner and outer CV joints. Position
clamp over boot end and make sure clamp tabs are located in slots. Refer to Chapter 9. Slide
shaft assembly into bearing carrier hub. Install rear wheel and torque wheel nuts to
specification. Refer to Page 7. Loosen both rear wheel nuts. Loosen both rear center hub nuts.
Lift and safely support rear of ATV so that the rear wheels are off the ground. Spin the bearing
to check the ball bearings for Inspect the pinion shaft bushing for wear. Replace the bearing if
needed. Remove the input shaft cover and the pinion shaft from the gearcase housing. Replace
the drain plug washers to ensure proper sealing after filling. Input Cover Bolt Torque: 25 ft.
Page 80 ft. Place the bellcrank in neutral position. Remove the front propshaft. Remove the the
keyed spline. Note the raised edge on the detent detent spring B. Remove the shift shaft and
detent lever. Mark the detent gear C with a white pen. You may Remove the bearing from the
reverse shaft using a puller. Remove the park lock engagement dog. Remove the wave spring
and reverse engagement dog. Remove the snap ring and washer from the reverse shaft. Use a
press to remove the gear from the shaft. Remove low gear 33T and the needle bearing. Make
note of the direction of the gear and hub location. Slide off the shift dogs and wave springs.
Remove the pinion shaft retainer plate and the pinion shaft. Remove the front housing cover
screws. Remove the snap ring, washer, gear, and split bearing. Remove the front housing cover,
shim, thrust button, and Remove the shafts as an assembly. Reinstall the chain onto the front
output shaft and rear output shaft. Remove the silent chain from the assembly for shaft
inspection. Install front and rear output shafts into the case. Note location of hubs Reinstall
cover and torque bolts in a and torque screws to specification. NOTE: Verify case locating pins
knock pipes are in place. Slide the reverse shaft assembly through the silent chain. As the
engagement dogs are installed onto the shaft, place the wave springs into the spring groove.
Keep the spring in place while the fork is being installed on the shaft and while placing the
shafts into the case. Position the shift forks up and so the pins point toward the Be sure the
assembly. Place a small amount of grease PN into the Apply Crankcase Sealant PN onto the
cover and pocket before installing the sector gear. Install the shift gear case mating surfaces.
Install the cover and hand tighten all 16T on the shift drum shaft. Refer to Maintenance Chapter
2 for more information. Refer to Chapter 2 for transmission lubricant service. Brake caliper
removal is Remove the middle transmission support bracket K required. Do not let calipers
hang by the brake line. See completely from the ATV. Chapters 7 and 9 Remove both upper
shock absorber mounting bolts and swing shocks away from the transmission. Page
Transmission Installation Transmission Installation Reconnect the torsion bar to both lower
control arms. Page Troubleshooting Checklist Once the PVT system is installed. Tighten all
remaining transmission mounting bolts to specification. See page 8. Lubricant to the proper
level. See Chapter 2 for proper fill procedures and Torque Specifications. Place the
transmission in the Neutral gear before disassembly. Drain and properly dispose of
transmission oil. See Chapter Remove the bellcrank nut 1 and remove the bellcrank 2. Remove
the c-clip 3 that holds the gear selector switch 4 onto the shaft and remove the selector switch.
Remove all cover bolts. Using suitable pry tools, remove Remove the cam chain tensioner

spring Slide the cam the cover using the designated pry points. Tap cover with chain tensioner
shoe 15 , pins 16 , and cam chain soft face hammer to remove. Remove the T27 screws that
secure the output gear 21 with a T27 hex socket or driver. Gear Cluster Disassembly Remove
the shift drum 22 from the gearcase by moving the drum up and to the right to clear the shift
shaft. Reverse Shaft Needle The reverse shaft should slide out of the silent chain 4 to To
disassemble the shift fork rail remove the snap ring 10 separate the assembly. If needed,
remove the seal from the front of the snorkel shaft snorkel tube Remove the snap ring Remove
the second snap ring 13 and spacer 14 from the Front Drive Snorkel Assembly snorkel shaft. To
remove the remaining bearing on the snorkel shaft 15 , Inspect the output gear assembly 1 ,
replace bearings if remove the retaining ring and press the bearing off. Inspect the 91T gear for
damage, chips, or abnormal worn teeth. If the output shaft lash appears to be too tight, rotate
the the snorkel shaft bevel gear with the output bevel gear. This will allow the lock screw Input
Shaft Assembly A. Inspect the NOTE: To ease assembly use a plastic tie strap to hold the shift
forks D and the shift drum C together during splines of the shift drum. Replace the O-rings on
the end of the shift drum and lubricate them before assembly. With all of the components in the
correct positions install Install the rear drive differential and drive chain, following the 4 output
gear assembly screws. Lift the leg of the spring up and over the rear pin. The Apply a
continuous bead of Crankcase Sealant 3-Bond tensioner cam will lift the shoe and tension
chain. PN to the LH gearcase mating surface and install the cover. Install the shift gear 16T G on
the shift drum shaft. Install the compression spring K. Install the sector gear F in the bushing
pocket on the left side. Aligning the timing marks on the gears. Timing marks Socket Set Screw
B. Bleeder Screw C. Caliper Asm. Boot E. Square O-rings F. Loose wheel hub or bearings
replace bearings if worn Page in. Repeat procedure Steps for the remaining caliper s. Begin
bleeding procedure with the caliper that is farthest Install a box end wrench on inside reservoir.
Install diaphragm, sight glass, cap and screws. Field test machine at low speed before putting
into service. Check for proper braking action and lever reserve. Pad Removal Torque to 15 ft.
Page Assembly Assembly edge. Remove inner pad. Measure the thickness of the pad material.
Replace pads if worn beyond the service limit. Apply heat to the hub in the area of the brake
disc mounting bolts to soften the bolt locking agent. Severe injury may occur. Loosen and
remove brake line to caliper. Place a container under caliper to catch fluid draining from brake
line. Install piston D with a twisting motion while pushing inward. Install the brake pads. Clean
the disc and pads with brake parts cleaner or denatured alcohol to remove any dirt, oil or
grease. Remove the rear wheel Loosen pad adjuster screw turns. NOTE: Brake fluid will Support
caliper so as not to kink Support the machine. Remove the rear tire. Remove the slide pin clips
from the slide bolt. Push caliper pistons into caliper bore slowly with pads installed. Torque the
slide pin to specification. Install new brake pads in caliper body. Install Pads ft. Clean caliper
area before removal. Place a container below the caliper to catch brake fluid that will drain from
the brake line. Service Limit: 1. Clean the disc bracket pad C , and the brake pads D. The caliper
body is a 2-step piston. The rear step is measured as well Install new O-rings in the slide bolt
bushing holes. Be sure as the outside step. O-ring and seal grooves are thoroughly cleaned of
all residue, or piston may bind in bore. Inspection Visually inspect disc for scoring, scratches,
or gouges. Replace the disc if any deep scratches are evident. Use a micrometer and measure
disc thickness at 8 different points around perimeter of disc. Master Cylinder Bolts B. Rear
Brake Line C. Rear Master Cylinder D. Bushing s E. Washer s F. Cotter Pin G. Foot Pedal H.
Spring I. Front Brake Line J. Banjo Fitting 9. Page Overview If required, remove the rear brake
line from the master cylinder. Use a suitable container to catch the brake fluid. Polaris disc
brake systems are light weight, low maintenance Dispose of brake fluid properly. Remove the
RH footwell to gain access to the rear master cylinder. Remove the rear brake lines from the
master cylinder. Use Banjo Bolt Torque: a suitable container to catch the brake fluid. Two B
Speedometer harnesses plug into the cluster head; This is charged. Screen 5 - Gear Circuit
Diagnostic: This screen displays the resistance value in ohms being read at the gear switch
input of the gauge. When it begins to flash, release the button. The setting will increase by one
hour each time the button is pressed. Polaris dealers are equipped with the proper diagnostic
tools to further diagnose the blink code. This will help the instrument cluster slide into the pod
assembly more easily. Be sure the rubber grommet inside the pod is fully installed and that the
indexing key is in the headlight pod keyway. Refer to I. Do not use the cast mark to determine
flywheel application. The gap should be Current Draw - Key Off. Damage will occur to electrical
components. Do not connect or disconnect the battery cable or ammeter with the engine
running. Using a multitester set on D. A amp circuit breaker protects the fan circuit. Both
Carefully remove headlamp bulb from housing. Sides Remove the headlamp and replace with a
new headlamp. NOTE: Do not touch the lamp with bare fingers. The low beam can be adjusted
slightly upward or downward. Loosen Screw Remove the lamp and replace with a new

headlamp. NOTE: Do not touch the new lamp with bare fingers. Hold the plastic part 1 of the
lamp. The switch snaps out by pushing in on the tabs on both sides of the The brake light A and
the work light B are both located in the switch. The brake light A and the work light B are both
located in the rear tail lamp housing. Remove the front cover. Brake Lamp Switch X2 and
Touring - Once the red tab is pulled out, press in on the black tab and pull out to disconnect
harness. Set the fuel tank on a flat surface. Disconnect from the wire harness. This enables
quick installation. Refer to Chapter 2 for more information on winch installation and operation.
Pin 20 senses the transmission signal and determines if the switch is in Neutral or Park. Pin 24
senses when the brake is applied. When the conditions are met, the ECU will activate Pin 16 to
ground the starter solenoid. Remove the shims from the armature shaft and housing. Reading
should be infinite. Inspect inspect the O-rings located on the armature housing. The reading
should be infinite no Remove terminal nut with lock washer, flat washer, large continuity.
Inspect O-ring and replace if damaged. Slide positive brush springs to the side, pull brushes out
of their guides and remove brush plate. Install brush plate to field magnet housing aligning
index tab. Install the starter onto the engine case. Hand tighten each of the starter bolts. Torque
the bottom bolt first to 9 Install O-ring, two small phenolic spacers, large phenolic ft. Use either
of the following methods to remove and install a new garter spring: A. Gear Assembly 1.
Through Bolt Replace with new parts. Brush Spring Cover 3. Stopper 4. Gear Assembly Snap
Ring 5. NOTE: Make sure engine crankshaft is free to turn before proceeding with dynamic
testing of starter system. A digital multitester must be used for this test With the tester on the
VDC position, place the tester's black lead on the battery negative and the Remove battery and
properly service. Different types of Battery electrolyte is poisonous. It contains sulfuric
batteries require different service procedures. Serious burns can result from contact with
Proper servicing and upkeep of your battery is very skin, eyes or clothing. This will help to
prevent corrosion and maintain good electrical connection. If not, battery gases could
accumulate and cause an explosion. The vent tube should be routed away from frame and body
to prevent contact with Route the cables correctly. The chart below indicates freezing points by
specific gravity. Charge battery for hours using a variable rate charger. Readings of See charts
and Load Test. To prevent shock or component damage, remove NOTE: Lead-acid batteries
should be kept at or near spark plug high tension leads and connect securely Remove the
battery from the ATV to prevent damage from Readings of Refer to the wire diagrams for the
correct wire circuit and technical information if applicable. All-wheel braking is integrated into
the foot brake and hand brake systems and allows 4 wheel braking from either control
separately, or at the same time. When the foot brake is applied, all brake calipers are active, as
braking pressure is routed from the foot brake master cylinder through the proportioning valve
and distribution block, exiting one line to the front calipers, while the other line exits the
proportioning valve and feeds the outer line to the rear calipers. Steering post removal may be
required for lock service or repair. Page Brake System Exploded Views Page Rear Suspension
Assembly Page Transmission, Install This manual is also suitable for: sportsman touring efi
sportsman z2 efi. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. What is a bank of
batteries? No, battery banks are not some kind of financial battery establishments. A battery
bank is the result of joining two or more batteries together for a single application. What does
this accomplish? Well, by connecting batteries, you can increase the voltage, amperage, or
both. When you need more power, instead of getting yourself a massive super tanker of an RV
battery. The first thing you need to know is that there are two primary ways to successfully
connect two or more batteries: The first is via a series and the second is called parallel. For
example, these two 6-volt batteries joined in series now produce 12 volts, but they still have a
total capacity of 10 amps. To connect batteries in a series, use jumper wire to connect the
negative terminal of the first battery to the positive terminal of the second battery. Use another
set of cables to connect the open positive and negative terminals to your application. Be sure
the batteries you're connecting have the same voltage and capacity rating. Otherwise, you may
end up with charging problems, and shortened battery life. Parallel connections will increase
your current rating, but the voltage will stay the same. It's important to note that because the
amperage of the batteries increased, you may need a heavier-duty cable to keep the cables from
burning out. To join batteries in parallel, use a jumper wire to connect both the positive
terminals, and another jumper wire to connect both the negative terminals of both batteries to
each other. Negative to negative and positive to positive. However, the preferred method for
keeping the batteries equalized is to connect to the positive at one end of the battery pack, and
the negative at the other end of the pack. It is also possible to connect batteries in series and
parallel configuration. This may sound confusing, but we will explain below. To do this
successfully, you need at least 4 batteries. If you have two sets of batteries already connected

in parallel, you can join them together to form a series. In the diagram above, we have a battery
bank that produces 12 volts and has 20 amp hours. Don't get lost now. Remember, electricity
flows through a parallel connection just the same as it does in a single battery. It can't tell the
difference. Therefore, you can connect two parallel connections in a series as you would two
batteries. Only one cable is needed; a bridge between a positive terminal from one parallel bank
to a negative terminal from the other parallel bank. It's alright if a terminal has more than one
cable connected to it. It's necessary to successfully construct these kinds of battery banks. In
theory, you can connect as many batteries together as you want. But when you start to
construct a tangled mess of batteries and cables, it can be very confusing, and confusion can
be dangerous. Keep in mind the requirements for your application, and stick to them. Also, use
batteries of the same capabilities. Avoid mixing and matching battery sizes wherever possible.
Always remember to be safe, and keep track of your connections. If it helps, make a diagram of
your battery banks before attempting to construct them. Good luck! AMP Hour is a unit of
measure for a battery's electrical storage capacity. The standard rating is an amp rating taken
for 20 Hours. Voltage represents the pressure of electricity. Some applications require more
"pressure," meaning higher voltage. Choose a More Powerful Battery. Full Name Should contain
only letters, numbers, and ' -. Email Address - will not be published Email address should be
formatted user domain. Subscribe to comments with RSS. Chris I have a small solar off the grid
system with inverter and I initially purchased a 12V deep cycle battery for it, a couple months
ago my neighbor offered me 2 fairly new 6V batteries from his camper he happened to get
through a warranty issue with the OEM. I thought this would be a cheap way to expand my
overall battery storage but want to make sure there aren't any issues I'm not aware of. I would
appreciate any feedback you would have. By doing so you can overcharge a battery within the
battery pack and can cause that battery or others to fail. Typically need a switch able to handle
the load. If the batteries are getting used equally and the switch is simply putting them in
parallel or series, then the batteries will remain balanced, and we wouldn't foresee and issue
arising in such a setup. However, if for instance you are using one battery and not the other in
any part of this setup it would not be recommend as you would start to create an imbalance.
Will that triple the ah? Not all manufacturers recommend their chargers be put in parallel with
the same type of charger, but some do allow it. In the end your battery pack is probably not
going to last to long under that draw as it is only a 20 AH battery pack. If your converter can
handle the load it may work for initially, but most likely it is not going to last a long time. I
started getting a callcium substance building up on the back of the power head. I then noticed
small amounts of the same thing speckled embeded on the metal jack plate and the face of the
on board electronic sonar face plate. A mechanic said the dealer installed the grounding system
wrong. What is this called and how is it possible? I would suspect that over a grounding issue
as I haven't heard of grounding issues causing such a problem. If both will still drain mostly
equally if loads are connected to the posts on just one of the batteries, what is the advantage of
connecting the positive to one battery and negative to the other? Really helpful article,
appreciate it. It is true that connecting to a single battery will cause them to mostly drain
equally, but over time an imbalance can occur. So, to limit any sort of imbalance we suggest
connecting to the positive at one end of the battery bank, and the negative at the other end of
the battery bank. The system is comprised of four 12 volt batteries wired in parallel, a charge
controller and an inverter. Thank you. A lot of our customers will utilize the same connection for
both charging or discharging. If you system is too large to utilize the same connections I would
suggest talking with your supplier or contractor that setup your system. Some lithium batteries
have built in restrictions which differ from manufacturer to manufacturer. Some lithium batteries
have built in restrictions, so they would be the best source for your question. If I wanted to
install a battery meter gauge would I need two gauges, one for each battery, or just one? If it is
just one, would I only use a 6v using your example above? So, you would only need one gauge,
and the gauge would need to be the system voltage of the battery pack. So, in a case where
someone wants to add a battery for deep cycling in a van they need to do it through a battery
isolator. An isolator separates both batteries and ensures the under the hood battery is taken
care of first, and it ensures the under the hood battery doesn't get deep cycled. As you appear
to be from Germany I would suggest contacting a local European supplier for your battery
isolator. In most cases with battery isolators the only thing you need to match is the battery
chemistry, but the AH and the age of the battery can be different. We find most will generally
need to obtain an AGM battery for both batteries as the deep cycle battery within the cab should
be an AGM as they don't vent gas. If this is for maintenance purpose then in order to do a 24v
setup with 6v batteries the number of batteries you have would have to be divisible by 4, so a
12v setup would probably be more beneficial to maintain all the batteries. As far as hooking
them up I would suggest reading the article on how to configure them. If you need more

assistance I would suggest contacting your local battery dealer for a more in-depth explanation.
Bryce Ballantyne I have a pop top van that will be running 2 deep cycle batteries in parallel.
They will be charged via solar with a generator for backup. I will be running an inverter from the
batteries with one battery on the positive the other the negative to evenly disperse the power.
My question is both my batteries are in battery boxes. Both boxes have 2 Anderson plugs and
external terminals. Can I join both in parallel via the external terminals? Also my solar panel is
capable of charging both and has 1 Anderson plug. Will it evenly charge if plugged into one box
or like the outward power do I need to put positive to one battery and negative to the other. This
also goes for batteries that are the same, but have not been paired together from the beginning.
As far as the capabilities for your setup i would suggest contacting the dealer you purchased
the equipment from. When dealing with external terminals outside of a battery box you need to
verify what amp rating the terminals are rated for, so you simply cannot put them in parallel
unless you know the amp loads will stay within the rating of the external terminals. The
terminals may have been rated for charging only, so I would suggest verifying before
proceeding. Aside from that you would simply be creating on battery versus two. As far as
charging equally we recommend connecting to a positive at one end of the battery pack and a
negative on the other end of the battery pack. Or is that just best practice for a connecting a
load. My best recommendation is you want to keep the battery pack balanced, which would
require connecting to a positive at one end of the battery pack, and then the negative at the
other end of the battery pack. If you need further explanation then I would suggest contacting
our tech department over the phone. Adding an extra battery to an existing isn't recommend
unless the batteries are of the same age and type. In that case you should use the same size
wire if the batteries are right next to each other. Either way your system should have a starting
battery bank and a deep cycle bank. You do not want to add an additional battery to starting
battery if you are thinking about deep cycling the battery. The starting battery should only be
used for starting purposes and should always be isolated from the deep cycle bank, otherwise
you risk damaging the starting battery as they are not meant for deep cycle purposes. If you are
looking to add a deep cycle battery for storage purposes the proper way to add an auxiliary
battery is through a battery isolator. Battery Isolators make sure the starting battery is taken
care of first, and then once the starting battery is charged it switches to the auxiliary battery
bank. When sizing the cable I would recommend following the battery isolator's instructions as
they will generally have a chart covering the proper size cable given the distance to the auxiliary
battery bank. If your isolator doesn't have a chart then you should contact your battery
isolator's manufacturer. The Isolators we carry all have recommend cable sizes in their
manuals, but every product is different and you should follow your manufacturers guidelines.
Kirl Raphael Very useful information.. The motor has a rated current of 33A. What will that mean
for the battery? I have found a battery that has maximum output of 10A. What does that mean?
Does it mean the motor won't receive enough power, or will the motor be fine and still work to
w. The controller for the motor also has a current of 38A, so does it mean it's the max it can
withstand, or the amount it works at? We mainly deal with lead acid batteries, so in a situation
like this we would recommend 4 x 12v batteries. As far as amp ratings are concerned your best
bet is to contact the manufacturer of the equipment. If I was to guess I would assume your
controller can most likely handle a motor with an amp rating up to 38 Amps, but 33 amps is the
actual rating for your motor. But, in the end it is best to ask the manufacturer as you don't want
to purchase the batteries to find they don't work. Anthony HELP! I have a stand alone 24v solar
gate set-up no access to mains power My 2 x 12v 7. They're charged by 1 x 20w Solar Panel.
Wire 4 x 12v 7. Increase the Solar Panel size? Or do both??!! For high use gates we see people
collecting days of energy in a single day. They do this so they can backup energy for bad solar
days. In the end you need to determine how many amps you are pulling out of the batteries each
day on an average use scenario. Then you need to create a backup to store that energy, another
words a higher capacity battery pack. In the end you need to determine how many days you
want to backup, and how many days your solar needs to collect on a good day. Simply,
upgrading the panel doesn't necessarily get you more run-time unless you increase your
battery capacity. While we don't design systems, we do have an article called Solar Systems the
Right Way that might help you in designing your system. Michael I am installing a 12v deepcycle
battery with an inverter to my truck. I have a Multi Battery Isolator for it. And I'm using the
charging wire that goes to my battery in the truck for the isolator. Should I ground the
deepcycle to the frame or will a body ground work? And is this the right way to do it with the
truck alternator charging both? Either would be the best source for installation advise regarding
the battery isolator. I know in some vehicles there are ground points within the body put in by
the manufacturer, but we typically see these for vehicles that are meant to carry an auxiliary
battery. If no ground point is available then I would suggest talking to isolator manufacturer or

an automotive tech regarding installation. I have a houseboat and was running one 12v deep
cycle battery for the interior lights. I was told to buy two 6v batteries and run them in series for
longer run times. I would be better off running two parallel 12v batteries for more AH. These
batteries are separate from my starting batteries and only run the 12v lights, radio, power to
propane igniter on fridge and hot water tank. Is that correct? In high use applications such as
RV's, boats, and home solar applications a lot of people use 6v batteries over 12v batteries.
Often times a 6v golf cart batteries are a prime example of similar capacities for in RV and some
boat applications and will typically equal the same capacity of a 12v battery put in parallel. The
benefit to the 6v battery is the cells are thicker, so they will generally have a longer cycle life,
which is a benefit to high use applications. Many thanks. This is just what I needed to know to
set up the battery bank in my RV. The batteries were gone and no schematic. CampRicco I have
two battery banks. I want to be able to plug portable bank into stationary bank for charging.
Should I be concerned about the inrush current when connecting portable bank into stationary
bank while battery charges are equalizing. Can a resistor be added to cable to slow current
while banks are equalizing. If so where in connection and what value would you recommend.
BatteryStuff Tech You do not want to mix and match battery types for charging. The two battery
packs you have are of different capacity, so you are creating a situation where batteries are
going to get overcharged. I would recommend charging them separately. Jim K Good morning, I
have 2 batteries connected together to make 24 volts for my trolling motor. My question is can I
use 1 battery for my outboard for a 12 volt starting and charging system without disconnecting
the 2 batteries. If this happens too often the battery could fail and bring down the whole pack.
Daniel Mangiardi You guys are awesome! Thanks for all the info. Tech and Jeremy Fear have
thoroughly answered a lot of great questions. They should be promoted and given a raise. This
kind of customer service earns business and demonstrates professional prowess. Again,
thanks for all of your help! One can learn a great deal perusing some of the questions and
solutions in this thread. BatteryStuff Tech Assuming they are 2 volt cells currently sitting at 1. It
is the same method as you see above in the articleâ€¦ negative terminal of the first battery to the
positive terminal of the second battery, and then continue with the negative terminal on the
second battery to the positive terminal on the third battery, and so on till you complete the
stringâ€¦. Mike Could I set up another 4 12volts 20 ah battery in my 48v but make them parallel
to my 4 existing batterys would that keep it at 48? BatteryStuff Tech It is not recommended to
mix and match battery of different type, age, or capacity. So even though you could do it, we
would not recommend such action. We only recommend connecting batteries that are all the
same age, type, capacity, and put together to begin with. Jerry Hamilton I have 4 identical 8 volt
batteries can I use all 4 in a 24 volt system? I was thinking that I can put 2 batteries in parallel
and put it in series with the other 2 and get 24 volts. Has any one tried this? BatteryStuff Tech
The only way I can see using 8 volt batteries in series to equal a 24v system is tying 3 of them
together in series, which will leave you with one battery you cannot use. Batteries in series or
parallel are only recommend to be the same type, so three 8V batteries are required for 24v
system, and if you wanted a series parallel setup for higher capacity you could get another 3 to
put in parallel. Marcus Hi There, I have bought a 30 year old boat that has two banks of three 12v
75Ah batteries, two are connected in series and one in parallel. The system is 24v so I
understand that this is being achieved by the two in series. I realise that this is a very bad set up
and I should have four batteries with two banks connected in series and then joined in parallel
something I will be updating. However I seem to have an extra problem, when left with the main
breaker switch off the two connected in series slowly loose their charge. Is this due to the bad
setup or is it likely to be a drain somewhere? I would have thought that if any of them were to
drain it would be the one in parallel. Any advice would be greatly appreciated. BatteryStuff Tech
If you main breaker is off I would either suspect there is a draw coming off the battery before the
breaker, or the batteries might be naturally discharging faster because they are at the end of
their life. I first suggest disconnecting them from the system and see if they discharge on their
own. If not, then I would suggest tracking down the parasite draw. James Cook All of this makes
my brain hurt. I have a RV with two 12v amp batteries, giving me only amp hours to run the RV.
How should I wire these batteries together? BatteryStuff Tech Assuming your RV house bank is
a 12v system your new battery pack containing 12v batteries will be wired together in a parallel
setup. In regards to Solar make sure you get a solar charge controller that is designed for
Lithium, and then your solar panels go to the batteries through the solar charge controller. That
is how most hook up their systems, but there are more complex system out there that can run
the solar through an inverter chargers so solar power is primary over battery power. Obliviously
if your getting into an advance setup we recommend contacting the manufacturer of the
equipment you are purchasing for proper installation recommendation. Matt Can you please
help solve this mystery fot us? Our cabin has one 24v A panel with mppt charger. Thinking of

adding a 3rd due to them draining quickly from the refrigerator turning on and off all day. Is a
3rd battery going to be ok on the system? Thank you! BatteryStuff Tech Simply adding more
capacity might help you in bad weather days, but if your having issues and it is not during bad
weather days you will most likely end up with the same results. In general your solar system at
minimum should be putting double your daily draw back to the batteries to make up for bad
weather days. Your controller will take care of the excess if they are already fully charged. In
regards to adding another battery into an older bankâ€¦ It is not advised. The newer battery will
fully charge at a faster rate than the other batteries. In the end it will most likely get overcharged
as the system tries to fully charge the older batteries. This will cause the new battery to fail over
time, and could eventually bring down the whole battery pack. Scott I purchased a rare vehicle
that requires 24V to the engine but the other electronics are 12V. It has two identical rather new
12V batts in series and after sitting a few weeks went dead. I removed the leads to charge each
batt separately with my 12V charger. When first testing each one with a volt meter one had a
normal polarity and 12V, the second batt had 10V and reversed polarity coming from the posts.
Is this because the second batt is failing, is it normal to have a reverse polarity memory on the
batt with positive to the neg post? Or if both batts are perfect should the second batts have
normal polarity on the charge? Thank you in advance. BatteryStuff Tech The batteries that is at
10v most likely has a bad cell in it. In regards to why the polarity has reversed it is often caused
when the battery is fully discharged, and then charged back up in reverse. Another words if you
accidental hooked the positive to the negative, and the negative to the positive, you can end up
reversing the polarity if the battery was completely discharged. This will keep both batteries
balanced, and your 24v battery pack maintained. Jason I am trying to run my camper off solar. I
have calculated w per hour at max, 70A per hr at 5 hrs. Please help me. And thanks. BatteryStuff
Tech Jason I wish I had good news for you, but your watt draw well exceeds your harbor freight
panel. As you can see your requiring watts an hour, but your panel only puts out 45 watts an
hour. In most cases when you have a draw of that size an RV would switch over to their
generator to power such devices. Any good solar setup will at minimum put double the daily
amp draw back to the battery pack, and most will store up a extra day at minimum of energy. I
would suggest reading our article Solar Systems the Right Way. Mike I am going on a family
vacation with a bunch of family members. I have four batteries that I wanted to connect together
and use an inverter so that I have Outlets for people to charge their phones. How should I wire
them up series or parallel or series parallel? I wanted to hook them up to my car battery so that I
can charge them at some point during the day. Which way would last the longest without
causing harm to my batteries? BatteryStuff Tech It depends on your system voltage and the
voltage of the batteries. If you have 12 volt batteries, and your inverter is 12 volts, then you
hook them up in parallel. If you have four 6 volt batteries and your inverter is 12 volts then it is a
series parallel hookup. As far as charging the batteries I would not suggest hooking them up to
your car battery for charging, as you could damage your car battery by the alternator
overcharging it. The proper way to charge an additional battery pack off an alternator would be
to use a Battery Isolator, such as our Quick Power Amp Battery Isolator Bi Olugbenga Hello
Tech, I have a battery of 12v,amp that lasted for hrs with a 0. Also if your are pulling very high
amp loads the battery bank you have might not be sufficient for your load depending on the low
voltage cutoff on your inverter. Kudos are not enough. Thank you for thisâ€¦. Your tech staff
must have some wonderful discussions at break time. See the internet can be amazing at times.
I bow and salute experts that really are experts. When you go to replace your entire pack you
can change capacity to fit your needs. Owais Dear fellow, i have a simple query but a lot of
confusion. I have two 12 v batteries and AH connected in series to a 24 V solar inverter. M not
happy with its charging and output. I thought that might be the different amperage is the
problem, and after viewing this article my confusion increased. So plz plz plz tell me what
should i do, so tht i can save my valuable batteries and inverter. Pete I have a VA inverter, with
one 12v amp battery. I just bought four 12v amp battery. Cant I connect all 5 batteries to give a
12V amps??? BatteryStuff Tech It is never recommend to mix and match different battery
chemistry, types, and size. Dave Smith I want to power a freezer at a research station in a fairly
remote part of India. The freezer draws 4. Grid power is intermittent and I plan to use a diesel
generator for most of the off-grid power, but as the samples in the freezer cannot be allowed to
defrost, I want to have a battery back-up system in case of fuel shortages, breakdowns, etc.
Does it make sense to use a bank of 12v batteries through a watt inverter to power the freezer?
If I connect a charger to the grid and then to the batteries, would the charger have to be
disconnected when the batteries were being used? I could use a manual switch to go from the
generator to the batteries. With some extra added for inefficiency, starting, etc. BatteryStuff
Tech We would require more information about your situation. Please contact Tech Support.
Biron i have a 24v system am using two 12v batteries connected in series but i notice one of the

batteries discharging faster than the other what is the cause of this problem and how will i
amend it. I wanna add 4 more batteries to the circuit of 12v each to increase amperage. All 8
batteries are the same. Question; will the increased amperage hurt any of the components in my
truck, or is the extra amperage just being stored for easier engine starts and longer running
components like fridge, microwave laptop,â€¦ without idling the engine? BatteryStuff Tech As
always you want to follow manufacturer suggestion. What issues will I face charging these
batteries together when connected in parallel because of the different capacity ratings?
BatteryStuff Tech The smaller capacity battery can become overcharged, and could fail bringing
down the whole pack. Chidi Hi, I have 1. I want to increase the output voltage of the batteries to
24v which is what is required as the input of the inverter and also triple the Amp-hours so that
my power output will last longer. I was thinking, can I connect two of the batteries in parallel
thus doubling the amp-hour and keeping the voltage constant AND then connecting connecting
them in parallel to the remaining two batteries which are connected in series. The output that
enters the inverter now comes from the terminals of the batteries that are connected in series.
The only difference is that you are using 12 volt batteries and the voltage would increase to 24
volts versus 12 volts as the example shows with the 6 volt batteries. Nat Hoping this is a simple
question. I was given a 12v, w inverter overkill for my needs but free is free and wish to install it
properly. I believed I had everything I needed but was concerned about the fact that the inverter
is 12v while the battery bank is 24v. I assumed it would be fine just to connect to one of the
batteries but read above that doing so can reduce the longevity of the entire bank. However
another post mentioned a 24v to 12v step down converter. What do I need to look for to
purchase the proper converter for my system? BatteryStuff Tech It is never recommended to
draw off a single battery in a pack as it can unbalance the pack. I would would recommend
contacting our Tech Department for suggestions. Michael Dawson I have 36, 2 volt batteries,
wired to give me 12 volts for my home solar system. My 12 volt inverter just died and my new
inverter is 24 volts. What is the best way to wire my bank to give me 24 volts. Thanks so much.
BatteryStuff Tech It would basically be three strings of 12 batteries in a series parallel hookup.
We had a power outage today for about an hour, I was only running 2 low voltage lights for
combined draw of about 25 watts for about 60 minutes 0. BatteryStuff Tech I figured roughly 4.
Either that or they are on their way out. Joseph I have a question. I have two 3. Can I use a 1A 5v
usb charger to charge these batteries while they are in series? BatteryStuff Tech Two of those
batteries in series equals 7. Paul Croft I have 4 X ah 12v batteries if I connect them as 2 banks of
2 connected in parallel will I have ah and 12v. BatteryStuff Tech If you connect them together
without a switch to select between them then it is really one bank, and yes you would AH. Dell
Inherited 18 Kyocera 50 watt panels but they were wired for volt system. Rewired them for 12
volt system and have 8 new 6v golf cart batteries deep cycle from Sams. Concern is Centech
constant peak inverter from Harbor Tools states in directions NOT to use batteries in series. Is
this just an overprecaution? Need to power a 5th wheeler at night and air compressor for air
tools during day and two deep freezers. BatteryStuff Tech I would recommend talking to the
manufacturer in regards to your question about connecting the batteries in series. Two banks of
4 6v batteries in series would give you a series parallel 24v system. In general the manufacturer
will recommend a fuse to use based on the size of the inverter, so I would look for their
recommendation. We do sell inverter installation kits and depending on the one chosen it will
come with a A or a A fuse based on the size of the inverter. Ninh I have two 12V batteries in
parallel. What do you have to do this task and when should I install the isolator? I ready about
some automatic isolators solenoid type that I do not want to get involvaed with and is looking
for something manual and simnple. BatteryStuff Tech In general if you want accessories to run
on a different battery then they have to be wired to that battery directly. You question goes
beyond our expertise here, I would suggest talking with a local mechanic for suggestions. The
battery isolator we sell are designed to charge the hood battery, and then send any extra
amperage to the backup battery. Scott Helloâ€¦ Love the site! I have 2 2volt deep cell golf cart
batteries one Trojan, one Interstate I used in my previous rv. Can I connect my 2 6 volt and the
12 volt for an overall 12 volt output? If so who is this accomplished? BatteryStuff Tech It is
never recommend to mix and match different battery types. When creating a bank you want to
make sure the batteries are of the same age, chemistry, and type. When you mix and match
batteries outside of this recommendation there is a risk of damaging a battery pack. Aene i have
3, 12v batteries that have 7ah for each sealed lead acid battery. BatteryStuff Tech As long as
your charging them as a pack with a total of 21AH then you would be fine using that charger. I
only want to use this for storage incase of a power failure. BatteryStuff Tech The charge
controller is rated to handle the incoming amp load to charge the batteries. When selecting one
you just want to make sure that it exceeds the amp rating that is charging the batteries. JB
Looking for proof of concept validation before I start cutting and crimping cables:. System will

consist of 3 banks of: 4, 12v, 40 Ah LifePO4 Lithium batteries in series for a 48v, 40 Ah bank; all
banks will then be run in parallel to bring amp-hours up to Ah at 48v. To charge the system, I
will attach a 48v, 25 amp charger to the central, end lead. Charger and batteries are BMS
controlled. Main concers, other than sinking to boat of course is; will this work? Where should I
add the fuse s at the end of each bank AMP? We would require more information about your
situation. Please contact one of our techs at tech batterystuff. Xlr8 I have a sailboat and want to
put in a amp battery bank for domestic use. My diesel motor has a 65amp alternator. TECH We
never recommend mixing and matching batteries that are different ages, type, or chemistry.
Mike Thanks for all the great info that is difficult to find elsewhere! I have a w inverter-powered
cabin with two separate battery banks, and one bank appears to need charging more than the
other. One bank is 4 12v batteries, the other is 3 12v: it used to be four also but I found one bad
one last year and removed it. Do you see a problem here? Can I run a generator the same as I
would a regular 12v system? Looking at getting a new camp trailer but am not familiar with the
battery config. BatteryStuff Tech 2 6v batteries in series will provide you with 12 volt, which can
be used in place of a single like sized 12v battery. Giri Manzini Hello This article successfully
answered my question about the parallel battery connection. Admin Please email your question,
along with a schematic, to tech batterystuff. Rabbe i need 2 pcs battery for my machine 12v 2. I
have a floor machine with four 6 volt batteries wired in series to provide 24 volts. I am
attempting to change out 2 of the batteries. I have disconnected the interconnect cables from
the old batteries, but I am now getting an arc when I attempt to make the final connection
between the batteries. The lead connector from the batteries to the motor is disconnected. Do I
need to have the lead connected to avoid this situation or is there something else I can do to
avoid arc when making the final connection maybe discharge the batteries, etc? F-Alli I have
been following up with this thread for a sometime , and i have been enjoying the questions and
their corresponding answers. Pls i have two questions-. Please show me how i can calculate the
duration it would last if i have an average load of W. Joshua M. Michael I have 6 12v amp
batteries wired in series powering a 72 volt motor. I want to charge them all with watts of solar
via 12 volt charge controller while leaving them wired in series. My question is how can I safely
do this if possible without having to untie the series connections and then rewire the bank in
parallel to attach to the controller every time I want to recharge the 6 batteries. Shannon I have
two 24V lights and a 24V winch I would like to put on my pickup. If I take two 12V batteries hook
them in series to power the 24V accessories. Can I charge each battery with my 12V alternator if
I wire them on there own circuit without doing any damage to my truck? Jonathon I have an RV
with volt batteries connected in series. The top of the battery says AH. How long will my
batteries support this until they die? Dragan Hello! I need help. Can I plug it into a 12V solar
charger to charge it? I plan to drill the chassis of the UPS and connect solar controller and solar
panel 12v directly to the battery, not moving the existing wires. Is it safe to do something like
that? The one that was added in aftermarket really got hot, smelled of sulfur and the other one
was fine. Do I have one bad battery or do I have an electrical problem? Both batteries are
approx. BatteryStuff Tech While it is commonplace, it is not recommended to do so. You will
shorten the life of some or all of the batteries by doing so. We only recommend tying like size,
type, and age batteries together in a system. Is it okay to connect 2 of these in parallel to
increase the current? I want to change to 4 12 volt Batteries? Is this possible and what are the
down falls of doing so? BatteryStuff Tech Ted, yes it is possible, but typically would not be
recommended. If you are able to find 12 volt batteries to replace yours that are rated at a higher
AH rating that then 6 volts, then it may make sense, but typically it does not. Will it sufice to
connect both the UPS and inverter separately to both the battries besides being in series.
BatteryStuff Tech It is not recommended to do so. I would recommend using a step down
converter to ensure that the batteries are drawn down evenly. Snazzy Help me here. My outback
system seems to be working fine but one bank of the batteries is always a lower sg so I
assumed not as charged. Any suggestions. Admin Please email your question, along with the
complete specs of your system to Tech batterystuff. BatteryStuff Tech As long as your system
is sized appropriately. That would still be 12 volts. John Hi there! Richard OK another parallel
battery question. This all works fine. However if I remove the external battery and recharge the
internal 12V 16Ah battery it now does not retain its charge. Which would explain why removing
the 55AH bat causes the system to stop working. We always recommend same type, size, age
when using batteries in series or parallel. For more specifics in regards to your application,
please email us directly at tech batterystuff. I got a reading of Admin Steve, please email your
question directly to tech batterystuff. There are several different ways to test batteries, and they
should be able to answer your question. Some ebikers are using recovered laptop batteries. I
like use try the Lipo packs used in remote controlled planes. The batteries come in many
different shapes and sizes. How can put together a group to drive the motor at the

recommended voltages and to get the best range? Oh, and I almost forgot. So what would the
charge specs be also. With all of our battery powered needs from cars to phones, DIY is
liberating and fun. Andy Thanks chaps, this is a very interesting site. I found it trying to get
some idea of how to prolong the use of sets of used ,half dead golf cart batteries on a stand
alone 24 V solar system. This is only a non essential system I play around with having nothing
better to do but it still runs my fridge as a bonus! Currently I have 3 strings 24 V connected in
parallel. Current draw is 12 Amps max about 18 hours every 24 hours. Some cells discharge
more than others on days with no sun ,it automatically disconnects when the Voltage gets to
Now the question I wish answered:where in the string setup should the worst of the cells be and
what is the benefit or disadvantage of adding more semi faulty batteries to the system. Kind
regards Andy. Shashank Sharma i have one circuit for mobile charger and one dynamo circuit
both of them having different jumper wires can i connect them two the same battery of 12v and
7ah using their jumper cables. Sunil Vijaya i wonder whether you can help me a solar power set
up. Helen Hi We have 24 batteries 2 volt each just wondering I what sort of charger we would
need to charge Thanks. Two 12volt deep cycle batteries wired in parallel its now sping but still
cold. Are my Batteries now crap or can they still be charged and if so do they need to be
charged separately or can they be charged together and how? SORRY for so many questions
but im worried about them. Any help would be greatly appreciated! What a good site.!! You
solved my problems. However, I have two batteries wired in series with a blue seas system
switch. My question is, can I wire this charger to maintain both batteries or only one? Also, how
should I wire it with the switch to get both if possible? Kaye So if I need to charge my
discharged battery, what would be the ideal way to connect them? In series or parallel? Does
that sound right to you? Thanks for all the info in this article, by the way. Very useful indeed.
Found the cart very slow up hills, decent on flat surface and very fast downhill. I have several
questions, please: Someone told us we could replace 2 of the 6v batts with 2 8v batts. I did this,
but accidentally crossed up the cables when putting in the new 8v batts i. Then I ran the charger
overnight. Did I hose the batts in any way by connecting improperly? I tested the cart the next
morn and it was terribly slow, so I checked the cables and found my error. Again, we have
nothing â€” slower than slow on flat surface, wont climb hills at all and wont move in Reverse.
Now they are saying it must have been a charging problem with mixed batt voltages and say we
should replace all of the 6 6v batts with 5 8v batts and still use our 36v charger. They said that
by having 1 less batt and 4 more volts it would help the cart go faster up hillsâ€¦ Will this work?
Is this worth the change? What Im most worried about is: Will the 36v charger fully charge the 5
8v batts? Should we just stay with our 6 6v batts and be slow up the hills? Thanks much! Im
novice at this golf cart maintenance thing and want to help my son. Trapper i have 4 3. Gordon
Thank you very much for being available to help those of us who are weekend techs with our
toys. My biggest question refers to trickle charging this set up. Since these are marine dual
purpose batteries joined in parallel, I was wondering which Tender Junior charger I should use
to keep them charged? Thank you in advance for your expert advice, Gordon. Kenny Schwartz
Ignore second comment. Kenny Schwartz I sent a question comment to you a couple minutes
ago and believe I figured it out on my own just now. That would essentially give me double the
capacity without multiplying the voltage or amperage output from creating a bank while keeping
them on the same charging system. The system will also have a amp alternator for charging
from the engine, and a DC distribution panel whose main breaker is amps. Gerard I have a 48v
golf cart, consisting of 4 12v batteries. I would like to hook up 12v accessories to it. Is there any
problem with hooking the 12v accessories directly to 1 of the 4 batteries? Is a voltage reducer
necessary? Dwight Question, I have a bank of ah,48v 12v ah AGM -identical batteries why is it
that I find that over a 3 day period one of the 4 batteries in series have less charge. Jeremy Fear
If one battery is draining faster than the others, when they are all in a series, then I woudl
surmise that it is either older than the others, or it may have a cell that is not functioning
correctly. We always recommend using the same type, size, and age batteries when you ar tying
them together in a system. That goes for both parallel and series connections. Jonathan I am
working on a backhoe with two 12volt batteries hooked in series to make 24volts. With engine
idling one battery is charging at over What would cause this? The battery that is charging at
under 13volts is only Jeremy Fear It could be a variety of things, however, it sounds like either
the batteries are mismatched, or one is failing and is pulling the other one down. I have a stock
of 12V and A batteries. So Which configuration series and parallel and effective voltage of
batteries i need to properly charge batteries. Jeremy Fear Series would be the correct
configuration for the batteries, however without a controller it still will not work for you. The
controller keeps the solar panel from inputting too high of a voltage directly into the batteries,
which would hurt them. I would not use these panels on those batteries without a controller.
The unfortunate part is that we do not have a controller that will operate on 60 V. Jose I have

two separate Ah gel batteries in a boat. One is for supporting the single engine on-board, and
the second one for all the other on-board services. The installation comprises a single negative
cable large cross section: 95 mm2 that connects the engine and the engine negative battery
pole Cable NEG A. The battery charger outputs A negative lead is connected to the large
negative cross section cable. Basically I can reformulate the question in the following manner:
there is any requirement for the negative return between both batteries when they are in parallel
to have the same cross section of the positive leads? If so would a minor distance 40 cm be a
big deal considering that a cross section of 50 mm2 can cope with more than A of current at
12V? Jeremy Fear Yes, it is always a good idea to have the negative and possive wires the same
guage. While it may work out just fine, we always recommend using the same size and type.
Diane Thank you for this great blog. We just purchased 4 more to add to them, exactly the same
batteries. The originals are almost new, too just spreading out paychecks! Question is, how do
we wire them in to add more amps but not add voltage? Jeremy Fear You would have to have
the same amount of batteries to add to the system in this case 8 and then you would wire them
in series to each other, and then the entire bank in parallel with the other bank. Mark I have 6 12
volt batteries wired in parallel, trying to create a jump cart for diesel rigs like Peterbilts. It will
not jump start the trucks any ideas why and what I could do differently. The trucks are 12 volt
systems. Jeremy Fear I would first check to see if those trucks are 24 volt. A lot of the larger
Diesels are 24 volt. I am planning to enhance the battery capacity. Simple way is to buy two
more 12 40AH batteries. I would like to know whether it would create any charging or capacity
issues? I have a 12V W panel array. Jeremy Fear Yes, there could be charging issues with that
setup. The best way to do this would be to not have a single 12 volt 75 amp battery, but instead
to have four 40amp, 12v batteries in a series parallel configuration. Will this increase in the way
the Ah capacity will? Jeremy Fear In a parallel circuit amperage is increased while voltage stays
the same, so yes, amperage current will increase in parallel. I have a W solar panel that is 36v
and it outputs about 6amp. I could definitely use the energy so the batteries would never over
charge. Any pointers would be appreciated. Paul I am replacing battery packs in an emergency
lighting unit. I am not sure if I should wire them in series, parallel or combination. Jeremy Fear
We recommend having a liscenced electrician instal the batteries. Eme Im working on an
experiment for an art exhibition. Where i need to power a small 1. Each lemon provides around
1volt and 0. To lower the amount of lemons that i would need to power the engine is there
something to increase the amperage, a capacitor perhaps? BatteryStuff Tech As amperage
increases, the natural result will be a decline in voltage. BatteryStuff Tech The larger capacity
battery will feed into the smaller capacity battery in an attempt to bring it up and equalize
capacity. Because it is impossible for the smaller battery to increase in capacity, you will see
early failure on both batteries as one will be constantly draining and the other will be
overcharged. This happens automatically by simply connecting the batteries together. This
unbalance can also happen when charging them together. David McNamara I have six deep
cycle batteries, a 3, watt inverter in my horse trailer. I have a watt refrigerator and 2 12 volt fans.
How do I connect batteries to get the longest time out of them. I have two 15 watt solar panels.
BatteryStuff Tech What are the voltage of the batteries? And what is the input voltage rating on
the inverter? Emerson Is this ok? Plz get bck to me asap b4 itry tnx. Is this wise or would i get a
better result just have each 12V bank with 5 batteries? Shoumya Is there any way so that we can
switch from one connection type to the other?? Like I will be connecting two 12V,6A batteries in
parallel as power source for my robot.. Now if i want want to give a temporary boost..
BatteryStuff Tech If you have both a series connection and parallel at the same time, you will
cause a short to occur. You will need some pretty fancy wiring and switches to prevent both
configurations from ever occurring simultaneously. Good luck with that. Jeswills I have VA
inverter with 12v and 1 amp then 2 amp deep circle batteries connected parallel. One is that the
batteries were bit by the rain after i moved from my former apartment where a professional
connected it for me. Now i just want to connect it to my 12amp room socket, still parallel but i
earlier put d charger clamp positive onto another battery and negative to another and it showed
low battery at once after charging it for hours. So now i put d clamp positive and negative to
one battery in d bank. Do u think i might have done something wrong? BatteryStuff Tech Am I
correct to assume you have three batteries connected in parallel? One with AH, and two with AH
each? Jordan Hey mate we are buying a bus and doing it up. Franky all this battery mumbo
jumbo makes me want to go back to school. We were thinking about having 6 deep cycle 12v
batteries in the back of the bus to power a heap of equipment. I was wondering how we would
go about bringing that to v and how would we charge all those batteries. We thought that we
might have something set up from the alternator but that many batteries to charge would take
way too long. This plan will be happening towards the end of the year but we are just trying to
figure out what we need and dont want to be screwed over by anyone. The batteries can either

be charged by 12 volt solar panels or an AC powered battery charger when the bus is parked.
So if I add a separate second bank with the same configuration , is there a way to have the
inverter-charger service both banks, using a manual switch or preferably some kind of
automatic load-balancer? Trying to avoid replacing the large and not-too-old investment in the
existing batteries if at all possible. BatteryStuff Tech Inverters are designed to pull from a single
source. If you do put a switch, it will have to be one bank or the other. Wasim Sohail I have load
of Watts for 8 Hours. What capacity batteries required for longest life, and how should I arrange
them. BatteryStuff Tech Increased capacity will only give you longer runtime. As long as the
voltage the pressure is within safe range, then I see no danger in your proposed setup. Paul Z
Happy Ground Hog day! I live off the grid and have a 48V system consisting of 8 L16 AH
batteries strung in series. One of the batteries died the other day. Can I replace the one L16 with
2 cheapo 6V AH batteries in parallel, then connect them in series with the remaining 7? But if
they extend the life of the remaining 7, by a year or more, it will be well worth it. BatteryStuff
Tech Replacing one battery will technically work, but like you said it will cause the rest of the
batteries to forsake whatever natural lifespan they would have had. All you are doing it
postponing the inevitable. Someday you should replace all the batteries at the same time. Under
such a series connection, the resultant voltage is measured by subtracting the lower voltage
from the higher one. And finally direction of current can be determined after we calculate the
resulting voltage. Now, I wonder whether such a series connection is experienced in our real
life, or such a series connection of sources can damage the device I mean negative terminal of
one Battery is connected to negative of another battery OR the vice versa? BatteryStuff Tech
Series is a positive terminal connected to a negative terminal from another battery. But if the
polarity is reversed on the second battery, therefore it would be the equivalent of connecting
two positive terminals to each other. Because it would be an incomplete battery bank, a system
using batteries like this will experience problems. Tom C I have two 12 V batteries in my boat
with a shorepower charger. Recently both batteries were completely dead. I check shroepower
and had V to the charger. Charger output was 6 V rather than 12 V. Could this actually drain my
12 V batteries? BatteryStuff Tech Is the charger a 12 and 6 volt charger selectable with a
switch? Bob I would like to know what it would take to run an average house in deep cycle
batteries,inverter,and charging source. BatteryStuff Tech Is amps the average draw about? Is
this hourly? For how long do you plan to run the house on batteries before needing to recharge
them? Is the amps taken from 12 volts DC? Or volts AC? Mick Very useful information. I have a
question. Thanks, Mick. Kelly how many car batteries do i need to run a house using KwH and
what size of an invertor do i need? BatteryStuff Tech Please do not use car batteries for a deep
cycle application. KwH is a measure of energy, not power, so I need to know the time period
associated with your number. BatteryStuff Tech No. Either disconnect the batteries for
charging, or buy another solar panel and wire it in series to create a 24 volt solar system. Kev
Wren hi, I intend to bank two batteries in my rv in parrelel to increase stored ampage.. Brian
Could the overheating battery on the new Boeing Dreamliner be a simple case of incorrect
wiring configuration. But I cant help but feel it could be over looked. Just my 2 cents.
BatteryStuff Tech Incorrect or inadequate wiring and connections can result in overheating and
in some cases, melting of adapters and terminals. Is it possible to take two banks that are
connected in series, and connect them to each other in parallel? Where would you connect the
leads in that case? BatteryStuff Tech Yes, what you suggested can also work to accomplish the
same output. These are the posts that you should connect in parallel. Gpeg Thanks for the help.
BatteryStuff Tech Every post that is used in a parallel connection for example all of the
positives connected to each other will all act as a single positive terminal. Therefore, you can
technically use any one of them as the entry point. The same can be done for the negative side.
Gpeg Great, that makes it easier. What about charging? Can I hook the charger leads in the
same way? Gpeg Hi, thanks again for all of your information. Obviously performance would
suffer, but would range be increased? Your thoughts would be very helpful. Thanks, Gpeg. The
total amount of potential power is the same. The motor will run slower at 60 volts. If the demand
on the motor is constant, the lower available voltage will cause the motor to pull more amps in
order to run properly. Therefore, having more amp hours may not give you the impression of
longer runtime if your pulling more amps at a time. Gpeg Hi, thank you again for all of your
helpful information. For instance, after my last run the battery pack tested at volts after sitting
two hours. What inaccuracies will I get with the two hour test? Is it going to be a false high, or a
false low reading? Thanks again. Jeremy Fear I would be a false low, though 2 hours would be
long enough to be accurate within half a volt. Mark I have a light that runs off of a 12v car
battery and draws 1 amp that I use for fishing. Could I hook two 6v lantern batteries in series to
make a 12v system that would run the light? And if so, any idea approximately how long I could
run the light for? BatteryStuff Tech Two 6 volt batteries in series will work to power the light.

The length of time you can run the light depends entirely on the capacity amps rating of the 6v
batteries. Sandy My wife and I are looking at building an off-grid house in the mountains solar,
wind, and generator. We were discussing our battery bank options with a friend, who
recommended 24 2V batteries. Another friend recommended two banks of 8 6V batteries. Which
one sounds better? Kenny I am trying to figure out which was is better for running a popup
camper the longest i know you cant be exact without knowing how much is running , by wiring 2
6 volt golf cart batteries together to make the 12 volts or 2 12 volt deep cell batteries for the
more amps? BatteryStuff Tech If your system is 12 volts, then I recommend the option with the
highest capacity as you said, that would be the 2 12 volt deep cell batteries for the more amps.
After about 4 years one or more of the 6V batteries will come up with a bad cell. I understand
that it is not practical to replace a singe battery, but it drives me crazy to replace the entire bank
when some of the batteries appear to be just fine. I am thinking of going to a single string of 12,
2V batteries this time. My thinking is that I will then be able to replace an individual 2V battery
because nothing will be in parallel. Does this make sense? Is this scenario possible?
BatteryStuff Tech I fail to see how these questions are related to the article. Please email us for
such highly technical questions. If I hook up a 30amp stereo system across one of the 12 volt
batteries, would it work? Would there be any negative electronic repercussions? Is there a
better way to do this? Thanks for any Help! BatteryStuff Tech That is not recommended. You
will cause an imbalance in the battery bank. If the battery bank is being used to run the vehicle,
and then you also try to use one battery isolated, it will not work. Please consider a step down
dc to dc converter as a solution to your problem. Daniel Ok i was just wonderin i have 4 12 volt
amp batteris ran in parallel and in series so added up toghter it us 24 volt and amps right? And i
was just wondering if a stock alternator that is 12 volt would charge them and where would i
hook it up.. BatteryStuff Tech Voltage and Capacity both increase, yes. A 12 volt alternator will
be able to charge the batteries if they are in a series configuration. Daniel Ok so it would charge
them even if they are ran both in a series and parllel. And yes that is the cold cranking amps not
amp hours. BatteryStuff Tech Sorry, a missed word on my original comment. The 12 volt
alternator will NOT be able to charge your battery system if you have the batteries connected in
series. But if all 4 were in parallel, then it is possible. Daniel Ok.. BatteryStuff Tech Even though
you have a parallel connection, because you have a series of 24 volts, the 12 volt alternator
cannot fully charge the entire bank. And we do not recommend connecting your alternator to a
partial part of your battery bank, instead of the entire thing. Daniel Ok that sounds good but lets
say i dont run it from my alternator but have them hooked up in a series and parellel could i use
a battery bank charger to keep them charged. BatteryStuff Tech Yes, if you find a multi-bank
charger than can hook up to each battery in the system, it will work. Four 12v outputs is what
you should look for, but technically 2 will work if you connect each bank to a pair of batteries
paralleled to each other. This results in one battery being discharged more than the other, and
imbalance will cause early failure in one or both batteries. Richard Hodgson i want to charge a
18v Dc NiCd power drill battery using two 12v DC AH lead acid batteries connected in parallel
and which are charged using 12v solar panels. How can this be done. If I temporarily re-connect
the two 12 volt batteries in series to get an output of 24v, is this too high a voltage to be
connected direct to the 18v NiCd battery terminals to charge it satisfactorily. Ibnu Mulkan i have
a winston battery from china, in the brochure i found that the battery have operation voltage
with charge is 4Volt and discharge is 2. BatteryStuff Tech It sounds to me like your battery
should read at least 4 volts and it will be considered fully charged. But if your resting voltage
reading is 2. You can wire 3 of these batteries in series to obtain 12 volts. I have two w panels
for 24v and a MS 45w mppt charge controller which will work for charging 12, 24, 48v batteries.
The camper will be placed off grid in SoCal where the sun is good. What battery configuration
will give me the best performance with these panels? Will be running rv fridge on and a few cfl
lights, laptop, led tv, dvd player. The trailer currently has two 6 volt batteries connected to a
progressive dynamics controller that is more than adequate for the 12 volt system already on
board when charged by shore power. So the idea is to have a solar system set up as a separate
solar generator an a small seperate trailer that I can plug the camper into since I will not have
shore power. Hoping to keep the v stuff working when needed and charge the on board 12v
system. Also need to consider a PSW inverter. Any ideas on this set up? BatteryStuff Tech
Please use our solar calculator for your system. I also suggest finding the power ratings on all
devices that will in the system fridge, lights, etc. This should determine the size your battery
bank should be, not how much solar you have. Matthew i have a boat with a two bank system.
BatteryStuff Tech The house bank is considerably larger capacity than the starting bank. Are
you letting your charger go through a full charge cycle? John I have an electric bike that has 3
12 volt 7 amp batteries and range is an issue. I want to buy 3 12 volt 12 amp batteries for a total
of 6 in all, hook them up parallel to keep my 36 volt current. Also how would it impact my amp

rating? Your range will increase if your capacity increases. More Amp Hours will do this. If you
use 12 AH batteries instead of 7 AH batteries, then it will work. For any battery system, all
batteries should be the same voltage and capacity. Justin I want to hook up 6 12v batteries and
make them come out 48v how do i do that. BatteryStuff Tech We recommend having an even
and balanced battery bank. Therefore, you should only use 4 of the batteries, or buy 2 more for
8 in total. Gpeg Hi, great service you are providing here. I have an EV with a 72 volt system
comprised of 6 12 volt AH deep cycle batteries wired in series. Is there any advantage to
changing the wiring from series only to the combination you suggest? What would my
theoretical AH rating become? Thanks, and Happy New Year. BatteryStuff Tech If you are
referring to connecting your batteries in parallel, then your battery system will be 12 volts with
AH. Here is my parts list: -Plastic 3 shelf cart from Costco When the power goes out, I plug into
the inverter and put the battery switch to on and I am up and running. I used the kill-a-watt
meter to check all of my essential needs. Sump pump w, refrig w, hot water baseboard heat w,
small tv and satellite box w, internet modem and router 80w, 60w CFFL bulbs 13w each. Before I
see the volt meter on the inverter start to drop the inverter shuts off at When the Tahoe runs it
charges the batteries and powers what I need. I was able to turn the vehicle on and off every few
hours so it did not have to run continiously. I am planning to add 3 more A 12v batteries to my
setup for longer runtime. This setup is quiet and when the Tahoe runs you cannot hear it in the
house. If you want to see my setup, go to BatteryStuff Tech Sshresth01 Is it possible to connect
Ah battery with 80 Ah battery in parallel both with 12 V? However, the batteries are of different
companies? Eb I have a single 12V powertron flooded battery on my sailboat connected to a
15W sunforce solar panel protected by a sunsaver 10 Ah 12volt controller. This system powers
an anchor light and bilge pump directly connected to the battery. It also serves to crank start a
9. Here is m problem, after several weeks of use, and not being checked on â€¦the anchor light
goes out and when checked, the battery has less than 2 volts per the mulitmeter. This is my
second battery that this has happened with. BatteryStuff Tech Although the controller may be
rated for up to 10 amps, the 15 watt solar panel will only charge at roughly 1 amp per hour of
direct sunlight. Maybe you need a larger solar panel? Michael Great article. I converted my
diesel vehicle from 24v to 12v but have been running through 12v starters because they are not
powerful enough to start the engine. I would like to install a 24v starter without having to
replace all of the lights, accessories, and other components. Could I run two batteries in series
to run the 24v starter while connecting the 12v lights and accessories to one of the batteries
and using a battery isolator to charge both batteries from the 12v alternator? BatteryStuff Tech
Yes, your proposed setup will technically work. BatteryStuff Tech If you need 1 hour of 2 KW AC
power, you will need a battery system with 12v and AH 5 of the 70 amp batteries in parallel and 2
of the Watt solar panels in parallel with 8 hours of sunlight to recharge. You will need a lot more
batteries and solar panels if you need to run 2 KW for longer than 1 hour, or if you need more
power such as 5 KW. Please use our solar calculator for your system recommendations. Brett I
have a truck camper and I want to wire a deep cycle marine battery to be run in parallel with the
truck battery in order for the furnace to last longer on cold nights. Is this a bad idea?
BatteryStuff Tech In the event of urgency, it can be done. A deep cycle battery and a starting
battery do not discharge the same. You risk harming the starting battery under such a deep load
as a furnace. Matthew What happens if you want to wire a couple hundred or maybe thousands
of lithium batteries AA sized to each other to get 24 volts and around amps? BatteryStuff Tech If
done correctly and carefully, you should have a 24v battery system with Amps. The question is,
what do you intend to use the batteries for? What is the power requirement of the application
you wish to use this with? Arun I have 2 questions: 1. Is connecting two sets of battery banks in
series-parallel connection just a theoretical approach or there are some limitations? What
happens if 4 batteries of variable ratings are joined in series parallel? And can we predict that
the resultant output will be 5V,5Ah??? BatteryStuff Tech 1 As long as the batteries are same
type, size, voltage, capacity, etc, there is no limit to how many you can connect. But I hope you
realize the bigger the battery you construct, the heavier duty the cables you will need to use
because of such an increase of power. Your proposed setup is not recommended. Ricky what is
the benefit of running two 6 volts batteries at amp hrs. You will just be spending more money on
buying 2 batteries. BatteryStuff Tech The advantage would be that because 6 volt batteries are
smaller, they can be designed with stronger connections from cell to cell inside the battery.
Large 12v batteries are already very heavy, and sometimes the internal bridges are made not as
thick to save as much weight on the battery as possible. This may not be the case with every
12v battery manufacutre. But consider that two 6v batteries are heavier than a single 12v battery
of the same capacity, there may be a reason for that other than the extra plastic case. I have a
standby inverter I want to attach to the same bankâ€¦however, it requires a 24 volt input. Can I
tap the 48 volt bank for 24 volts by cross-tying the first four in series 24 volts withe the second

24 volt half. The series would remain through all 8 batts for the 48 volts and I would get a
balanced 24 volts off the two sets of 4 batts hooked in series and tied parallel at the 24 volt
stageâ€¦. BatteryStuff Tech We do not recommend pulling different voltages from a single
battery bank. Connecting eight 6v batteries in series and attempting to create a parallel
connection of two 24v banks consisting of four 6v batteries at the same time could create a
short circuit. If you need to run a 24v load, I suggest using a 48v to 24v step down converter.
That way, the battery bank will always be drawn at 48 volts, but your load can be supplied by the
proper voltage you need. BatteryStuff Tech I cannot confirm if your bank of 6v batteries will be
able to start your engine or not. Do your batteries have a CCA rating on them? This is the most
common rating for starting purposes. Rick Hi, I have twelve 6 volt ah golf cart batteries and
need to set it up as 24v bank for my inverter. BatteryStuff Tech Connect four of the 6 volt
batteries in series. Do this for a total of 3 times. For all intents and purposes, you now have
three 24v batteries, with only one open negative and positive post on the ends of the string. You
should have a 24v battery bank with AH. If I am going to connect a number of 12V batteries in
parallel, do I have to worry about the batteries being slightly different models or brands? What
about different amp-hour ratings? Can a bank of two Ah batteries be expanded with two more
Ah batteries? Or do they have to match as exactly as possible? BatteryStuff Tech There should
be caution when using batteries of different types, sizes, and brands. Because when connected
in a bank, they will behave as a single unit. Having differences from one battery to another will
cause the entire bank to be unbalanced. Technically, the bank will work but the unevenness will
cause early failures from some batteries and the entire bank in general. My question is, will my
Solar array need to push out 50 plus volts to charge the battery bank or will the MMPT take care
of this even if the array only delivers less than 48 volts? BatteryStuff Tech If the output voltage
drops below 48 volts, I suppose the MMPT can increase the output voltage to the proper level,
with lowering the current as a result. David understood, but can i hypothetically only add one 2v
cell in parallel with one of the current 2v cells in the original bank to increase the capacity with
that new cell? BatteryStuff Tech If you have cells in series, but some of them are pairs in
parallel, while others are not, you will experience uneven discharge and recharging because the
bank behaves like a single unit. If any one part is off, it will effect overall performance and
longevity. David i have a solar charging system with 24 X 2v cells in series to create a 48v feed
to the victron unit. BatteryStuff Tech Yes, you would need 24 more cells in a series, and then
parallel the two 48v banks to create a single 48v bank with twice the capacity. Ravindra how to
connect two batteries so that I can get twice of backup of a single battery also the voltage and
current should be the same as that of a single battery means I just want to double the backup
nothing else. BatteryStuff Tech Amp Hours is your battery storage amount. Refer to the article
for proper parallel connections. Ravindra Thanks for your reply one more question is it safe to
use two mobile batteries connected in parallel to obtain double battery backup for cell phone.
All alien language to me. I need to know if what I want built is possible. Someone with more
knowledge than me will be doing the building. In addition, I would like to be able to hook in a
solar generator to charge while the batteries are charging or charge from the batteries
themselves. A lot of research regarding the demand and power needs would have to be done
before anything can be recommended. Solar generators are nice to run your equipment, but it is
inefficient to use one battery to charge another. I will be embarking on a months-long
motorcycle trek covering ten thousand plus miles in the spring and outfitting my support
vehicle is proving daunting. Collin If you are running the four 6v batteries for the 12v output can
you charge all four battery with one 12v charger? If yes.. BatteryStuff Tech Yes, you can use a
12v charger. Again, yes, your installation method is correct. Imagine the entire battery bank as a
single unit, with only one true positive terminal, and one negative terminal. My question is: will
this hurt any part of the electrical system to operate the vehicle this way with more amps
running through it? BatteryStuff Tech If your application is starting an engine, more CCA will be
good because it means your starter will have to work less to start. Having more CCA will not
cause an overload, but simply more power available should the starter need it. If the application
is running electronics and other deep cycle purposes, CCA is not even relevant. But AH Amp
Hours will be helpful, again this simply means more capacity available which means longer
runtime for electronics. BatteryStuff Tech If you had to choose between using 12 volt batteries
or 6 volt batteries, I recommend using 6 volt batteries to obtain the voltage and capacity you
need. Dave D I bought 2 thunderbolt 45 watt solar systems from harbor freight, along with 3 of
their 35ah batteries. I want to use the system to recharge my laptop, rechargeable batteries AA ,
walkie talkies, etc. I have an inverter to convert to AC. BatteryStuff Tech It depends entirely on
the inverter. If it is 12 VDC , then parallel connections are recommended. Each bank has 16
batteries connected in series. Bank 1 : one year old Bank 2 : purchased recently less than 2
weeks old. All batteries are 12V , 26 AH and same company make, except the age. Initially with

just just battery bank one I use to get backup time of 70minutes, with addition of second bank
its hardly increased to min and sometimes its even lessâ€¦. I had a feeling that the second
battery bank newer one is not being completely charged due to the first battery bank connected
in parallel. BatteryStuff Tech If you want to charge the second bank separately, I recommend
disconnecting it from the first and charging accordingly. Otherwise, you can use a 2 bank
charger, like the Dual Pro, which can charge two banks completely isolated from each other, but
the parallel connections can remain. Greentech I have a variety of 12V batteries with different
AmpHour capacities. I have setup a bus bar for them all to connect to. I have 2 high capacity
banks and want to be able to remove 1 bank, as well as charge multiple small capacity batteries
for mobile use. BatteryStuff Tech If all the batteries on the bus bar are the same size and type,
and your connections are all in parallel, then there should be no problem as far as one bus bank
having more batteries than the other. The problem lies in the issue if the batteries are at
different discharge levels and that will cause the batteries to equalize and resulting unevenness
of charging. I do not recommend having Gel and AGM batteries together on the bus bar at the
same time. Greentech What I mean by the different banks, highlighted above, is that they are
wired in parallel and are all of the same type. The different banks are then connected to a
common bus bar, effectively making further parallel connections. So would this result in
back-flow from the bigger bank into the smaller bank and put added strain on the cables as well
as the batteries? What I want to achieve is charging from a single source, and an inverter to be
able to draw current from all of the banks. Can this only be achieved by a complex matrix of
diodes? BatteryStuff Tech Yes, if the different banks are connected to a common bus bar, and
they are discharged more than other banks, there will be back flow. Is this a sufficient charging
method given that that 12V banks serve different loads and have different discharge rates?
BatteryStuff Tech Because one bank is being discharged more than the other, and they are both
being connected as a single 24 volt unit, you will experience an unevenness of charging. The
lesser charged batteries will act as a load to the other bank because the batteries will slowly
attempt to equalize. But if your one bank will be consistently used time and time again, you will
find that charging with the solar panel will prove inefficient as it will prove difficult for either
bank to reach full charge unless you allow the batteries to become equal in state of charge.
John i have begun compiling the componants for an electric vehicle. I would recommend using
a solar panel to charge a 12 volt battery, to power your inverter, which can be used to plug in
your charger, to charge your large bank of batteries. It will be much simpler to buy a solar panel
s to charge your batteries directly, not to power your AC charger. Lee I have a 24 volt battery
bank with a wind turbine,but I want to use a 12 volt power inverter. What would I need to do so
the feed to the inverter is stepped down to 12 volts? I found your tread very informative.
BatteryStuff Tech A 24 to 12 volt step down converter would help. Or you can use a 24 volt
power inverter for better efficiency. The ratings for these devices depend entirely on the load
amount drawn on the batteries. Gautam Patel I have Manlifter with eight number of batteries
6V,Ah,Now one battery was not charged and I want to replaced by only one now battery out of
eight batteries. Kindly be advice me is it possible to replace only one battery from battery bank.
The 12v batteries should last until its voltage drops to 10 volts. However, the UPS quits when
the batteries have dropped to only The UPC estimations of remaining time before shut-down are
ridiculously poor and inconsistent from run to run. A battery with more AH simply means that
you will have a longer runtime for your application before needing to recharge the battery again.
I am wondering if I can use a 12 V alternator to charge a 48 V battery bank. Could the 12 V
alternator connect to a step-up transformer to do this? BatteryStuff Tech You are correct, as the
voltage increases the amperage will decrease in order to maintain the same total power. Not
only that, there will be an efficiency loss when using the step up converter. The best way to
charge a 48 volt bank is with a 48 volt charger. Tc I am helping a friend with a problem. He set a
solar charging system for 3 12v amp deep cycle batteries from Kragen. They are hooked
parallel. He has 6 15 watt harbor freight solar panels parallel. Then it runs to a inverter to power
a v. If they are flooded batteries, have you tried getting a Specific Gravity using a hydrometer?
This will determine the health of the electrolyte. I came across this site very good and wanted a
few pointers before I looked at them. This is a new system that he set up. Tc If I hook 3 12v
batteries in parallel is it a good idea to tie feed from the negative on battery 1 and the positive
on 3? BatteryStuff Tech Yes. By doing so, the current will flow evenly through the entire string
of batteries. This will be more efficient than if connecting both cables on a single battery, which
will technically works as well. JD can i connect 8 batteries in series parallel for 12v? StoneEdge
Yes, you can connect eight 6 volt batteries in a series parallel configuration to give you a 12 volt
system. Best performance will be achieved using less batteries, so theoretically, if you can use
12 volt batteries instead of 6 volts, that would be better. Gordon I have a 24 volt solar system,
can I hook up two 6 volt and one 12 volt to get the 24? Two batteries are Trojan and the 12 volt

is a gel battery. StoneEdge Technically speaking, yes you can do that. Sandor Szabo Hi,
Congratulations for this site! I use 6 cell mAh LiFe battery packs with cells connected serial to
get 21,6 V. I use 2 pcs of such packs in parallel to get mAh with the same voltage. Recently I
have noticed that one of the pack discharges more than the other and it also warms up
significantly, while the other one has a normal working temperature and it discharges unusally
less. I drive an RC helicopter with them. Normally with 5,5 minute flying time both packs
charges about mAh, and now the hot one gets mAh, the colder only mAh. Normally both packs
discharges mAh. My questions are: Which pack has a bad cell? The one which is overheated
and discharges deeply or the one which does not have high temperature and discharges less
then normally. BatteryStuff Tech The pack that overheats and discharges more should be the
bad one. Are the battery packs the same age? Is it safe to run 12 volt appliances off of one of
the batteries. BatteryStuff Tech It is not safe to run a 12 volt application at the same time if your
batteries are powering the 24 volt motor. But yes, you can connect to a single battery and use it
without having to disconnect your batteries from each other. But discharging one battery will
cause an imbalance in your battery bank, and premature failure as one battery will not last as
long as the other. Sandor Szabo Thank you for the answer. The age of both packs are 2 years
and have not more than 40 charging cycles. I disassambled the pack and I noticed that the cells
are soldered together. That process probably could damage the cells by the too high heat. Does
it help if I reconfigure my good packs? Currently I use 6 cells in serial and two of this pack in
parallel. What do you think of a configuration of making a pack with 2 cell parallel and 3 of them
in serial. I would get a 9,9 V pack and I would connect two of such packs in serial? Jodey i have
a BatteryStuff Tech For a system of 4. Or you can series batteries to create 4. For instance,
three 1. There is no safe method for using the 9 volt battery to create a 4. Chris I am wiring two
12v marine deep cycle batteries in series to provide 24v to some high powered LED lights on a
boat. Two questions; 1 will I experience any problems using one group 24 battery and one
group If so, how? BatteryStuff Tech Wiring in series batteries of different capacities will cause
an uneven discharge of the batteries. They will try to equalize, and you will find one battery will
fail sooner than the other. Also, if you need a 12 volt source, you simply need to connect to the
terminals of a single battery. Dean I was wondering since I have 4 deep cycle RV batteries
connected in parallel where do i hook up the battery charger clamps.. BatteryStuff Tech If you
connect the clamps to a single battery, the voltage will carry through without a problem, but the
amperage will decease as it passes cell to cell, battery to battery. But if you connect to the
positive terminal of one battery on one end, and the negative of another, the charge will be more
even. Both will technically work, but one is more efficient than the other. When in parallel, they
will act as one and try to balance out. One may be overcharged, and the other undercharged.
The proper method to charge two batteries from a single alternator is to use a battery isolator.
This enables you to charge both batteries, while keeping them electrically isolated from one
another. Kelvin I have a 48v Inverter powered by 4, ah deepcycle batteries of 12v each. The
batteries are connected in series. I am not a technical person but i am looking for a way of
having more hours on the inverter by using a parallel connection. If i buy a 12v inverter and use
a parallel connection can i achieve that? What are the implications? Will i have to reduce the
number of appliances on the Inverter because the volts will drop from 48 to 12? This is the total
amount of power your application requires to run. Therefore, if you need watts of power, you
can take it through an inverter from a 48 volt source at 4. If you ratio your draw to the total
capacity of your battery systems, 48 volt 4. But because the jump from 48 to volts is less work
than from 12 to , the 48 volt system will prove more efficient simply because the inverter has
less work to do. I need to design a battery system for a marine gas turbine project, it will run 12
volt accessories and need 24 volt only for the start cycle which will be considerable at about
amps for 30 seconds, what do you reccommend? I would like to run a 12 volt alternator and how
would I hook it up to insure both batteries will be charged equally? Jeremy Fear Parallel, which
is possitive to possitive AND negative to negative, will increase amperage and will not effect
voltage. You would seperate the batteries into pairs, and hook each pair in series connecting
the possitive of one to the negative of the other. As far as your specific application goes, the
correct method to take would be to use a converter to drop down the voltage from 24VDC to
12VDC for your 12 volt applications, while leaving the 24 volts for the motor. On a side note if
you have four 6 volt 10AH batteries your application will not work well nor for long. We would
recommend significanly higher capacity for that kind of application. For further technical
assistance for your specific issue, you can email Tech batterystuff. Thanks :. BatteryStuff Tech
With four 6 volt batteries, please connect them in a string, connecting positive to negative from
one to another. This will increase the voltage, but not capacity. The entire bank should still be
AH. Bob T I installed 4 new Batteries, initial charge looked good, it now appears one or more
Batteries do not maintain charge and keep drawing current at rest, How do I find the faulty

Battery? BatteryStuff Tech I recommend you measure the voltage from each battery, and see
where the difference is. If one battery is heavily sulfated and discharges quickly, it will also
bring down the other batteries in an attempt to equalize charge across the entire bank. Pam
Spencer Battery matching. In a perfect world. All equal. I tried to check all the batteries that I
was buying and they seemed pretty equal. One is. Is that acceptable? My old batteries were
showing New ones with the lazy one Winters comming and im not sure if I should get a new one
or try a new set. Does this setup seem connected right? There are 2 rows of batteries 6 in each.
Which leaves all the â€” in the second row connected together. BatteryStuff Tech Yes, that
sounds right. The entire bank is treated as a single 12 volt battery. Therefore, you only need to
connect to one positive terminal from any of the bateries on one row, and one negative terminal
on the other row. Do not use the terminals inbetween the pairs of 6 volts. Mike I have a new RV
that uses 4 6 volt batteries in series â€” parallel to provide the 12 volts to various systems on
the coach including an inverter for the house hold refrigerator. My query concerns the proper
battery tender for this set-up. What tender set-up should be used during periods of RV storage
so that the batteries remain charged and do not sulphate? Usually this is an AH Amp Hours
rating. So, if your 6 volt battery is AH, then the entire setup is 12 volts, AH. Therefore, I
recommend a 12 volt, 15 amp charger. It would prove ineffective. Will Currently have two
identical LiFE batteries wired in series to power a small transmitter. On the same rig are servos
that can run happily off the voltage of one of the batteries, and draw very little current. Would it
be dangerous to run a cable in parallel off of the jumper cable connecting the batteries
together? It seems like it could lead to a slight voltage imbalance between the two batteries,
how significant is that? BatteryStuff Tech Running a wire from the middle of the parallel wires
will work. As long as the gauge is high enough so that the cable can handle the load you should
be fine. Bus bars do this same thing, as there can be many applications all connected to a
single battery source, and the wires can be very messy without any sort of organized
arrangement. Mark Is it possible to connect 5 batterys in parallel and the make a series
connection to a bank of one battery just to increase the voltage? For example, if I have 6 6V ah
batterys and want to create a 12V ah bank. BatteryStuff Tech No, we strongly advise against a
setup like that. If you need 12 volts, there has to be another battery to pair up with each 6 volts
in parallel. Charge and discharge should be even. What you explained would be the equivalent
of connecting a motorcycle battery to a AA battery, and hoping to utilize the combined voltage.
Michael So just my 2 cents you would need 12 batteries for a system like that to work right?
BatteryStuff Tech Only 10 batteries are needed. Each 6 volt battery is AH. In order to get 12 volts
with 1, AH you need another string of 5 batteries again in parallel and then connect these two
strings in series to each other only one cable needed between strings. Duong Another possible
way to make a 12vAh battery out of ten 6vAh batteries is connecting five of two batteries in
series in parallel. Which way is better for a last-longing 12vAh battery, Tech? Vigneshwar if
connecting 2 batteries in parallel it will get fast charge compare to serial connection??? It is
best to charge the batteries in the system voltage they are normally in and size your charger
accordingly. Chris I have a 18 â€” 6 volt battery system with each battery Ah with every 2
batteries hooked in series and then all hooked in parallel. I am using heavy gauge welding cable
for my connections. I want to change this to 48 volts as I am increasing the size of my panels
from watts on 12 volts to on 48 volts. The welding cable should be able to do job with no
worries? I have to change power invertors also. Can a power invertor on input side be 48 volts
DC and put out to the house volts AC. Greg Chris, Sorry, but I am a complete novice, so take the
info only with self-checking for accuracy. You should be reducing overall amp load running
through cables and gaining cable life by doing so. Value-No Value- Value The middle step is
parasitic energy consumption robbing the system of efficiency, unauthorized by founding
engineers, and known as national debt. The congressional service cable attached to the people
battery bank and carrying the parasitic draw is huge and a dead-short will destroy the batteries
before the service cable is over-heated. To preserve the life of the system, the batteries must
have proper in-line fuses in operation. Eugene I have a 48v inverter solar system with 8 ah 12v
deep cycle batteries connected 4 in series and both strings parallel. I bought 8 ah 12v agm
batteries. What is the best to connect such 16 batteries with max capacity. BatteryStuff Tech In
is not recommend to mix and match batteries of different age, capacity, or type. In a situation
like yours I would suggest creating two different battery packs, and switching between the
packs as needed. We do not sell switches for this purpose, but there are many on the market.
Katsiana Hi, I am a girl and have 2 batteries same capacity and type I need them to power my
computer all day without electricity. I was told by 2 guys i met in the store to link them in series
and they would keep charging each other indefinitely. The exact instructions I was given is
connect the battery charger to battery 1, connect battery 1 to battery 2, connect battery 2 to the
inverter, plug in the computer and the battery charger to the inverter. I must have done

something wrong because both batteries did not charge each other while powering the
computer, and battery charger through the inverter. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Beauty and fashion Nilight 5 pin
rocker switch is a SPST designed single pole single throw on-off switch with illuminated LEDs,
you can easily turn on or off the lights as you like. The surface cover is streamline curved
design with laser-etched patterns onto it. Built-in LED light emits soft light to light up the
pattern when the switch is powered on. You can easily find the illuminated sign in a dark
environment, no need to fumble for the switch in the dark anymore. After-sales service: 2 years
and professional customer service any questions, please feel free to contact us. Nilight is a
famous brand that dedicated to providing innovative, cost-effective and quality products. We
have been specialized in automotive products and parts for many years. Constant improvement
and innovation is our eternal aim. Hope you can purchase with satisfaction here! Mainly used
for controlling LED light bar, LED work lights, fog lamps, driving lights, headlights, taillights, off
road lights, boat light, etc. The switch is very flexible for turning on or off. It can stand up to 10,
times pressing under normal use. This switch is simple to install, product comes with a wiring
diagram which make it easy to wire the jumper wires in two seconds. The Tin-plated copper
terminals on the wire is of good stability, wear resistance, corrosion resistance, which improves
the oxidation resistance of copper and maintains its conductivity better. Marine-grade
Construction and IP65 Waterproof: It adopt high quality Aluminum panel, Scratch-proof and
Corrosion Resistant, with rubber sealed cap for all sockets dust-tight and debris-proof. Product
is suitable for controlling all electronic equipment on board. Available for upgrading headlights
switch, fog light switch, wide light switch, car refrigerator switch, car vacuum cleaner switch
replacement. Installation is simple and can be mounted horizontally or vertically. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping
within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 7
hrs and 24 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Nilight
B Momentary Visit the Nilight Store. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced
products. About this item This fits your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that delivers
quickly. Amazon's Choice. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Blue Light - LJ
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. About
Us Nilight is a famous brand that dedicated to providing innovative, cost-effective and quality
products. Mounting Hole Size: 1. Durable In Use The switch is very flexible for turning on or off.
Easy Installation This switch is simple to install, product comes with a wiring diagram which
make it easy to wire the jumper wires in two seconds. Premium Jumper Wires The jumper wires
is made of high quality 14 gauge wires. Wide Application Product is suitable for controlling all
electronic equipment on board. More items to explore. See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Ignore the included instructions. Verified Purchase. Well made rocket
switch. Switches have multiple ways of wiring them so they function based on the conditions
desired. I wired mine so that it lights up with the ignition. Put a switched wire that is only hot
when the ignition switch is turned on and wire it to pins 1, 3, and 5. Pin 2 is not used in this
configuration. If you only wanted the switch to light when you press the button up or down, then
you wire the switched power to pins 2 and 3. That is completely false information. No matter
what brand you buy, the switches can be wired to function in multiple ways. Did a dash upgrade
after our winch button broke in several ways. We wanted to move the winch button to the dash
and fix the ugly mess the previous owner had inflicted on the dash. I will say we currently have
removed this button and put the OEM switch back in. There's nothing wrong with the button, but
it doesn't light up properly with the factory harness connected to it. After doing this upgrade in
30 degrees and 30mph winds with snow, we didn't have the patience to rewire the OEM harness
to have lights in the switch. Maybe in the spring will rewire the harness and put this switch back

in. Moore on December 15, Images in this review. One person found this helpful. Great switch.
At least having it tell me the direction made it easier to know what direction the winch was
going when I needed to use this. In cab winch controls are awesome. I think I wired the lights to
come on when the headlights are on, but maybe not which will come back to haunt me on my
next night wheeling trip. I loved this switch at first. It was simple to wire up and clipped into my
dash easily in the hole I cut out. I wired it into my winch control box as is intended. It worked
great during the test run once completed. The first two times I needed to used my winch it
worked fine. Then it quit working altogether without warning. I had to wrap the winch cable
around the front bumper as it would not power in. Fortunately I had hard wired a back up
controller under the hood. Installed this switch and it worked as it was supposed to, however
the LED lights didn't work. Trying to find out how to contact the seller to get a replacement
since it's supposed to be under warranty. Will change my rating from one star to five if seller
comes through. Update: Pulled the switch and made a new jumper harness to just get the LED
lights working. The LED's are definitely inop on my switch. They will not light momentarily nor
when power is applied directly for a constant keyed on. Amazon won't replace the item outside
the 30 day window and I can't find anyway to use the warranty via Amazon. The toggle that
came with my new winch did not allow for custom mounting in the dash of my side by side. This
switch allows for a nice custom fit. It does not come with a template for mounting so I had to
take some measurements and cut a rectangular hole in the dash. Once I got the hole size right,
the switch clicked in and locked. It has a nice tight fit. The wiring harness is detailed in the
instructions and easy to hook up. The switch, I found only lights up when actuated. The switch
is wired to a relay for the winch so that only low current passes through it. I liked the
instructions, very comprehensive. I wanted it lit all the time so I could find it in dark.
Instructions showed both ways to wir the switch. Greatly appreciated! Also it was easy to
install. My only complaint is that the light only comes on when you push the switch. I think it
would be more useful if it was always on or only on when the headlights were on. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Report abuse. The
instructions are included with this double momentary rocker switch. I am happy with this
product! Put this in my Kawasaki Teryx 4 and it works like a charm! Bueno falta describir mejor
el producto.
gary sullivan antiques
s max owners
2008 chevy envoy
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